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tote. Ia the case of presidential elec"
tors the attorney general recenly
gave an opinion that their positions
must bear the signatures of three per
cent of the total vote cast through
out the state in the last general elec
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TAFT FORCES WILL BE OBLIGED
TO RESORT TO THIS MEANS
TO GET ON TICKET.
San Francisco, Sept.
primary election, which gave the
progressive party its first opportunity
In California to test is strengtn, assured the Roosevelt-Johnso- n
organization control of the state convention,
which is to be composed of legislative nominees. This means that republican electors pledged to Roose
velt will be named by the convention
and will go on the official ballot as
the republican candidates. The Taft
leaders, to get their electors on the
ballot, will be forced to resort to pe
San Francisco and Los An
titions.
geles rolled up a heavy vote for the
progressive candidates.
Much Interest centers in the con
gressional fight In which the progres
sives apparently carried a majority
of the eleven disjricts. Early today
the" result appeared to be as follows:
First district, E. A. Hart, progressive.
Second district, M. Rutherford, progressive.
Charles F. Curry,
Third district,

republican.
Fourth district, Julius Kahn,

repub-Mea-

Fifth district, John I. Nolan,

pro-

gressive.
Sixth district, J. R. Knowland,
publican.

re-

.Seventh district, James V. Needibam, republican.
Eighth district. E.!A. Hayes, repub

lican.
Ninth district,
- -siye.

C- -

Tenth district,
progressive,
Eleventh district,
publican.

'

.

W. Bell, progres
-

.

re-

C. Evans,

The contest among democrats resulted in substantial victories for the
Wilson forces over the old Clark element championed by former Congressman Theo. Bell
The vote yesterday was light, particularly In the northern naif of the
state. In San Francisco, out of a
total registration of 117,000, only
55,000 ballots were1 cast. Women esexpecially were Inactive with ,the
ception of the leaders, who enthusiastically helped with the voting booths
and ilcere complimented by the regis-tri- t
on the efficiency of their wrok.
Light rains In the rural districts Kept
many farmers away from the polls.
Complete returns from San Francisco show' that Roosevelt and Johnson swept this city, lnhe two congressional districts, Fourth and Fifth,
Taft supporters returned ; one'
Kahn, incumbent from
the Fourth district; in three' state
senate districts Taft got one; n
thirteen assembly districts he got
one. On the county committee Taft
will have a representation of three
'
'
out of thirteen members.
On. the democratic ticket, which
carried a very much lighter, vote, the
Phelan (Wilson candidates defeated
every Dewitt (Bell) candidate they
asopposed except the Thirty-secondemoDewitt
Four
district.
sembly
crats were unopposed.
The decisive manner Jn which
Roosevelt and Johnson swept the
state for the second time thiB year
Insures that the nomination convention toxbe held in Sacramento this
month, will return electors pledged
to Roosevelt as the .republican electors of California,
The general primary law provides,
however, that anyv candidate for office
may find place on the ballot by petition If he obtains signatures constitut.
lng a stated percentage of the total
homi-nee-Juli-
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MIRABEL SUCCEEDS LUNA,
munication with Mr, Bryan
soon,1
Los Lunas, N. M., Sept. 4. The
.
..
said the governor.
September meeting of the board of
He has not seen Mr. Bryan since
commissioners
of Valencia county
the Jackson day banquet in Washing
was held In Los Lunas today, it cav
ton,
ing been postponed from yesterday
"We have been getting telegrams
"-!- !
on account of the funeral of the late
Won.
from everywhere,", remarked the gov
fc..
Solomon Luna, treasurer of the coun
ernor, "asking for ' Mr. Bryan to
ty, which"" Wto - solemnized in Albu
Ohio Adopts Amendments
The country, seems to be
speak.
querque on Monday morning.
Columbus, O., Sept. 4 Additional
clamoring to hear him."
One of the principal matters of
returns from yesterday's special elecFAILS
ASKED TO STATE
CANDIDATES
tion on the amendments to Ohio's OCEAN PARK SUMMER RESORT business to come up before the board REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
"Missouri's Progressive Happy'
was the appointment tjot a successor
VISITED BY DEVASTATING
constitution today confirmed the earSt. Louis, Sept, 4. Telegrams of
TQ SECURE MAJORITY IN
THEIR PRECONVENTION
to the late Mr. Luna to the office of
all of the 42
ly indications that
CONFLAGRATION
congratulation were sent to Rev. Fra
ELECTION
EXPENSES.
treasurer. The names of two
county
amendments were ratified, with the
zer Metzger, progressive gubernato
were
candidates
to
the
presented
exception of that providing for equal
rial candidate in Vermont, and to' Col
IJANY JUMP INTO TEE SEA board, they being Carlos Baca of Los HE IS EIGH MAN, 'BOW EVER onel Roosevelt by. the Missouri state
suffrage, and possibly good roads
ALSO TO TALK
Lunas, and Silvestre Mirabel of the
The suffragists today Intimated that
convention today for the
progressive
western portion of the county. The
in
the initiative and referendum, which
UNABLE TO ESCAPE BY LAND latter was successful in securing the LEADS DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE showing made by the progressives
WILL
BE ASKED
ABOUT be
used
will
bii?
The telegram HE
passed by a
Vermont election.
majority,
the
Mr.
one
Mirabel
of
is
IN
THEY
TAKE
CHANCE
appointment!
ELECTION CONTRIBUTIONS
25,072 TO 19,472 IN INCOMin another attempt to give votes' to
to Colonel Roosevelt follows:'
the most prominent men in the coun
THE WATER
women.
IN 1904.
PLETE COUNT
of the
convention
Missouri
'The
m
ty. In addition to being a well known
'AnothP'- - Mirpripp was the comparaextends
session
in
party
progressive
republican politician, he is also the
tively l'"fit votp on the 'Hjiior license
to you up
LOOTING owner of large tracts of land and G. 0. P. MAN SURE OF OFFICE its hearty congratulations
VANDALS
BEGIN
cities
which
in
the
amendment,
larger
large- COMMITTEE TO RESUME WOIK
made,
on
Ehowing
the
splendid
wields considerable influence.
There
ran from ten to 15 per cent behind
elecIn
the
ly through your efforts,
were also a number cf others who
the vote on other principal amend- SOLDIERS
ex-AND
and
In
Vermont
POLICE, HOW- were desirous of
tion
yesterday
EXPECTS
TO CARRY
PARTY
ARE
HIS
' it SENATE
securing the posi- INDICATIONS
I- iJ
it
ments.
s
tion. Mr, Mirabel will enter upon his
presses to you if appreciation ui
EVER, DRIVE THEM AWAY.
PENROSE RESOLUTION TO
WILL DOMINATE THE AS- new duties at. once, and will continue
your services in that state."
AT DAYLIGHT
THE LETTER.
SEMBLY
Karel Gets Nomination
Nominations were expected to be
in the office during the remainder of
4.
Milwaukee,
Later,
Wis., Sept.
reached this afternoon. Judge A. D.
the unexpired term. Mr.. Mirabel was
Ocean Park, Calif., Sept. 4. Twelve
but far from complete returns from
4. Colonel
Sept.
Washington,
White River Junction, Vermont, Norton of St. Louis was leading for
candidate for state treasurer at the
to apTheodore
is
Roosevelt
in
returns
4.
expected
yesterday's primary election do not, persons, including one woman and the time ot the last state election.
Additional
yester
Sept.
governor.
'
pear October 3 or. 4 before the spe
change last night's figures, which in six children of S. J. Zarde, a wealthy
day's, election, compiled and revised
dicated . a landslide vote In favor of summer resident, have been missing
cial Benate committee investigating;
Roosevelt Tickled, Too
today from all but 13 small towns,
ENGLAND WINS RACE
John C. Karel of Milwaukee for the, since the outbreak of the flames
4. If he had campaign contributions, to testify refor
governor:
la.,
Ottumwa,
gave
Septy
Huntington, N. Y., Sept.
Enggubernatorial nomination oh the dera which devastated an area of' six
M. Fletcher, republican,
made terms with the bosses at the garding the allegations of John D.
took
the
Harmsworth
this Allen
oup
and
Strand
over
last
J.
Archbold and Senator Penrose that
ocratlc
blocks along the
ticket
night
19,Adolph
B.
Harlan
Howe,
democrat,
republican convention, Colonel Theo
afternoon when the challenger, Maple
Schmltz.
wiped out the entire amusement, secwould the Standard Oil company gave $100,-00- 0
Roosevelt
progressaid
Frazer
Rev.
Metzger,
472;
they
dore
today,
won
the third and deciding
e Leaf IV,
e
to the republican national
tion of the resort. Soldiers and
contest of the International motor hive 15,070; Clement F. Smith, prohi have turned to him with the presiden1904
vaL.
of
A HUSKY OLD COPLE.
with
his
appro
guarding' the ruins were unable
.
social tial nomination.
Speaking at 'Mount
races'-hereShe made the 30 bition, 1,493; Fred W. Suiter,
Chairman Clapp has been informed
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 4. Colonel to find any of the missing up to an boat
colonel said:
the
1,042.
Zlon,
ist,
mile
course
47:46
in
leading Baby
that the colonel's speakJeremiah McFarland, aged 77, com- early hour today, and expressed the
unofficially
the
1910
not
steal
did
gave:
towns
in
"Oun
The
opponents
missing
will bring him east about
dates
mander of the N. B. Page t'ost, G. A. belief that all or most of them had Reliance III, an American defender,
ing
demlast
me
at
nomination from
Chicago
Mead, republican, 1,486; Watson,
that time.
R., of Cashmere, Wash., and a mem- met the fate that overtook H. F. by one minute and five seconds. There
ocrat; 486; Towley,
prohibition 38; June. They stole it from you. They
was
no
the
other
boats
third,
in
failing
ber of the staff of Commander
Upon his return today from yer
cashier, 'who
in
Locke, the restaurant
you they
do not like me, but it
Ordmay, socialist, 11.
Chief Trimble, arrived yesterday ac- lost his life when, he leaped oft the to finish.
mont, where he spoke for the progresIf the proportionate gain or loss is are really afraid of, and they opposed
sive ticket. Chairman Clapp' begin,
companied by his wife, aged 70, after blazing Frazer Pier. The companies
maintained in the, remaining towns it me because they believed I really
the committee's Inquiry
an automobile
STEAMER RECAPTURED.
organizing
trip oi over 2,000 of militia are on guard today and the
con
been
Ver
I
had
If
vote
in
total
you.
the
represented
4.
this old couple took town still is under martial law,
American is figured that
miles which
Into
the
Washington,
Sept.
campalga pt
mont for the three leading candidates tent at any moment to stop reprethis year, provided by the Penrose. '
alone, with the veteran at the wheel.
A force of approximately one thou bluejackets from the cruiser Glagier will be: Fletcher, 26,100; Howe 20,
would
have
bosses
the
enting you
resolution as it passed the senate.
The MoFarlands came to attend the sand men are at work clearing rail under Ensign Robert G. Coman hat
turned to me with a whoop of de100; Metzger 15,550v
Letters were sent to Speaker
grand encampment of the G. A. R road richts of way and streets. Mr. recaptured ' from the ' Nicaraguan
"
a small steamer the The failure of the republican can light"
which opens here next week.
revolutionists
Clark
and Representative Underwood,
'
when
the
frantic
Zarde became
matoday
Colonel Roosevelt made his day's
rebels had seised near Corinto and didate for governor to obtain a
candidates at the Baltimore jcoaven-tio- n;
police and soldiers reported that his
Iowa
a
in
heat
in
tour
the history
blistering
through
taken to the Pv of Fonzeca to trans- jority for the first time
INSURANCE MEN MEET.
Chairman McCombs of the demchildren and s the woman who was
Admiral of the state in an. election preceding The warmth was of benefit to his ocratic national committee; Repre4. Five
hundred
troops.
port
insurgent
Chicago, Sept.
nurse could pot be
as
their
was
voice
in
better
acting
his
will
necessitate
and
throat,
Southerland's oable reporting the cap- a presidential election
men from, the United States land Cansentative William B. McKInley, chair
He said that the children
found.
ture today does not say whether the election of the state's chief excu-tiv- , condition. On receiving partial re man of the national Taft bureau; Sen
life in
ada, representing eighty-eigh- t
and the nurse were at the pier about there was a
turns from the Vermont election, Col-- J ator J. M. .Dixon, chairman of the na- -, ,,
by the legislature.
surance companies of western and
tight.
flames burst forth at 5
the
time
the
will
Roosevelt said he was greatly
onel
is
the
It
republicans
expected
southern states with a business In
ijlonal Roosevelt committee, and othafternoon!
They
have a substantial majority in the pleased at the size of the vote cast ers, asking them to testify; before the
attended the o'clock yesterday
1911 of $1,323,309,999,
since.
The
not been heard from
legislature. The strength of the pro- for the progressive .ticket.
annual meeting of the American have
committee. This committee expects
ENGLAND
five persons numbered among
'I am greatly relieved at the re
gressive vote was the feature of the
Life Insurance association' In conven- other
to bring out the expenditures made
were on the pier, hems
election. The democrats also Increas- sult in' Vermont," he said. "While on for the various candidates before thet
tion here today. The convention will the missing
In by the flames.
Life guards
my three days' "tour in that state I Chicago and Baltimore conventions.
ed their vote over two years ago.
continue until Friday. The program med
TO
saw
12 persons leap
at
least
Eay
of
became
they
returns
members
for
on
seriously concerned lest theip
Additional
the
today Included a discussion
with Locke into the ocean. Only sevstateshould
be
confirmed
the
led
practically no support what
of
the
by
business,
legislature
CALGARY IN GALA ATTIRE
expense
getting
en were rescued.
ment of last night that the. senate will ever for the progressive ticket."
O. S. Carlton, o,f Houston, Texas,
Alta., Sept 4. All the pub
Calgary,
MODER-ATIOThere, was some looting during the BRITISH EDITOR URGES
stand 26 republicans and four demo
lic buildings and many private resiIN
DISCUSSING
14a
night, but with the coming of ' daycrats and progressive-fusionistdences in Calgary have received the
CANAL MATTERS
out of the
PROVING
one
was
driven
176 republi- CMIPAIGN
every
will
have
house
light,
the
and
VEThRANS WAIT WHILE
finishing touches of profuse decoration
fire zone. Not a cent of insurance
cans, 46 democrats and 24 progres
in anticipation of the visit of tha
'
the
London, Sept. 4. Regret at
was carried upon Frazer's pier, and
ON TAFT Duke and Duchess of Connaught. '
sives, or 63 republicans more than the
TOUGH
YOUNG WOMAN PRIMPS but little on any of the' other build- spirit in which the Panama question necesary, majority to elect state1 offi
The vice regal party will arrive hera
Estimates of losses is being discussed on thjs side, of ike cers on a
ings destroyed.
joint ballot. Democrats and PRESIDENT HAS
early tomorrow afternoon and will be
SPRAINis
Atlantic
GOUT,
which ran as high as $3,500,000 last
expressed today by the
said the presidenleaders
welcomed by a large party of provin
progressive
GALLANTRY OF OLD WARRIORS night were reduced today to $1,150,-000- . Westminster Gazette, the government
ED ANKLE AND SORE FOOTr
tial election in Vermont will be stubcial
and municipal officials and ' a
DELAYS BANQUET SEVA
REST.
TAKING
IS
An inadequate water system Is organ, whose editor, J. Alfred Spenof citizens.
his
committee
bornly
fought.
During
ERAL MINUTES.
blamed for the fire and the chamber cer, is considered as .possibly , the
will
here
the
governor
general
e stay
4.
the
Upon
Washington, Sept.
of commerce called a mass meeting next British ambassador at Washing- Wilson Pleased With Vermont Result
of Major T. L. Rhoades, United attend the stampede carniival, review
Denver, Colo., Sept' 4. The gallan4.
today to lay plana for rebuilding and ton.
"The
fact
N.
Sea
Sept.
J.,
Girt,
States Army, his personal aide and the mounted police and receive the
try of Grand Army veterans, it devel- a new water service.
Thee charges of "Yankee perfidy"
that the democrats more than held
chiefs. The Journey
oped today, delayed tor 15 minutes
physician, Mr. Taft took to his bed visiting Indian
It Bays la an editorial, have had the their own in 'Vermont a
republican for a few hours
resumed early Satur
will
be
westward
to
a banquet last night in honor of
today, expecting
effect that might have been expected
state, and also made substantial remain there until the garden party day morning.
DR. McGEE IS DEAD.
Commander In Chief H. M. Trimble
in the American retort that Europe is
gains means business throughout the this afternoon in honor of delegates
and other Grand Army officers, vvho 'Washington, Sept. 4. Dr. W. C. Mc strewn with
examples of this perfidy.
said Governor Wilson today,
noted
country,"
OCEAN LINER WRECKED
of Apanthropologist, geologist, This only serves to
Btopped in Denver en route to the Gee,
"generate heat commenting on the election results In to the International Congress
4. The
Scotland, Sept.
at
said
the
national encampment in Los Angeles. hydrologist and author, died here to- where
was
Glasgow,
It
plied Chemistry.
light 1b wanted."
Vermont.
The, governor said the big White House that the president need- Wilson liner Nero was wrecked and
Dr.
The banquet was scheduled for 7 day from a tcancerous growth.
democratic vote "was very gratify- ed rest but that he was suffering badly damaged today on the west
o'clock. At 6:23 an invitation was McGee was taken seriously ill several
weeks ago. He was born In Dubuing."
Bent Miss Hilda Smith.
from a lame ankle which he sprained coast of Scotland on her voyage from
WORKED
It was difficult, however, he said, a few days ago while playing golf.
All on
"No girl can dress in 37 minutes,' que county, Iowa, 59 years ago. Christiana to Manchester.
'
to analyze the result In Vermont on
In addition to a sprained ankle and board are safe.
pouted MIbb Smith, the complaint .beany comparative basis because the a sore foot, President Taft is' suffering communicated to th9 veterans,
OFFICER IS EXONERATED.
HOLD
GAME total vote was bo much larger this ing from a slight attack of gout. His
"Please send word by messenger
Trinidad, Colo., Sept.
year than two years ago, and It . was comparatively long siege of work this
the exact number of, minutes you will Officer Zeke
ULOlUilLU in
Martin, who last Tuesneed.'
bard to trace the sources of the gains. summer with little 'opportunity for
,
,
Arthur
afternoon
shot
Johnston,
day
'
came from
At any rate, he said, the Vermont his usual dally exerciBO Is partly to
minutes,
"Fiftytw
a barber, at the Foster rooming HIGHWAYMAN COMPELLED GIRL
Miss Smith, who. was true to lier
election
Indicated a heavy vote blame for his condition, according to
TO RIFLE ESCORT'S
house on Chestnut street, inflicting a
word and the banquet started at 7:li.
'POCKETS
throughout the country in the coming friends. It is believed that a week
wound from which Johnston died two
At the conclusion of the banquet the
election and he said that he regard- of rest on the yacht Mayflower and RHVOLT OF YESTERDAY
later in the hospital, was this
veterans .left on x special train for days
Denver, Colo.,
Sopt 4. Threaten- ed it as significant that the demo- then Beverly will put the president
EFFECTUALLY PUT
afternoon exonerateo. by a, coroner's
Salt Lake.
ing to shoot her if she disobeyed, a crats had carried the cities through- on his feet again. President Taft
DOWN.
jury that heard the testimony of witto comment on the election renesses at the inquest. The evidence highwaymanforced Miss Blanche WeV out Vermont.
"One thing is sure," added the gov- turns from Vermont.
FORTY MINERS KILLED
offered established that Martin had don of this city late last night to go
Jackson, Mich.,1 Sept: 4. The Mich
Lens, France, Sept. 4. At least 40 shot in self defense In trying to ar- through the pockets of her escort, ernor, "the democrats did not lose
lgau penitentiary, scene of yesterA HORRIBLE FATE
cola miners are dead as the result of rest Johnston who was armed with a Edward O'Neill, in one of the city's any votes to the new party and the
day's rioting, today was almost aa
Sheridan, Wyo., Sept. 4. The
she republicans lost The results are cer
explosion of fire damp yesterday in the revolver with which he attempted to parks, and turn what money
quiet as a cemetery. Warden Simpson of Lieutenant Wells, son declared
v
found over to the robber.
Clarence Pit, near Bruay.
Three of shoot the officer.
tainly encouraging."
the revolt of the conOn the pretext of taking them to a
the! rescuing party were among
The governor said he "was greatly Fourteenth (infantry, died early to- victs has been crushed. the ' A roomer at the house, W. A.
killed and a number of the others
But one incident marred the quiettestified that Johnston had be- police station to answer a charge of pleased" to notice the favorable vote day from burns caused by his, Jumpan ordinance forbidding In Ohio on the constitutional amend- ing on an ash can. The lid turned ude today. It occurred when a num.
were Injured while trying to aid their come unruly and had threatened him violating
entombed comrades.
Further explo- with a gun- Alvin Foster had sought spooning in public parks the highway- ments. He also manifested much in- causing the boy to alight waist deep ber of the convicts who had declared'
sions occurred today and the entire to gej; Johnston to refrain from dis- man later robbed another couple. terest in the primary vote In New in live coal. The lower half of his themselves ready to return to work
pit is on fire. Mining engineers have turbance and Johnston had become When caught the highwayman refus- Hampshire "and Wisconsin.- The gov- body was roasted before his screams were removed from the cells. Somedecided that it must be sealed.
more violent.' The
policeman was ed t give his name, saying he would ernor planned to leave here this after- brought help. The boy's father now body started yelling. Others joincdl
called and reaching the house found not disgrace his wife and three chil- noon forKew York where he will ad- Is on duty on the Mexican border, r in the clamor and then the prison
'
officials took a hand in the matter.
dress a dollar dinner given by the
BOURNE FOR ROOSEVELT
Johnston in his room. When he dren.
LONG BOUTS PERMITTED
Wilson
Today the prisoner said his name Woodrow
Thirty seconds after the noise began
Washington, Sept, 4. Senator Jon- sought to enter Johnston drew down
Workingmen's
athan Bourne of Oregon, In a formal on' Martin with a gun and Martin was Asa Hauser and that he came league of New York. W. J. Bryan Is
Salt Lake City, Sept 4. Under an a group of silent convicts marched
statement today announced he would grabbed the weapon. In the struggle to Denver recently from Oklahoma. expected to meet Mr. Wilson within ordinance passed today by the city to the work shops. Severe punish'
commission boxing contests of unlim- ment is to be Inflicted upon the leadsupport Colonel Roosevelt's candidacy the officer discharged his revolver, He would give no reason for' perpe- a few days.
"I expect to get In telegraphlo com ited duration may be held in this city. ers of the riot, it Is said.
for president.
inflicting a wounu that proved fatal. trating the holdups.
?
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WILL OF DEAD STATESMAN IS
FILED IN VALENCIA COUN-- .
TY SEAT
Los Lunas, N. M., Sept. 4. The last
will and testament of th late Solomon Luna, wa8 filed for probate yesterday at the county seat of Valencia
county at Los Lunas. The document,
which shows that the Luna fortune

.

.

f

i

ft

deserved its reputation of being one
of the largest in the southwest, will
be of Intense interest to the innumerable friends of the deceased and
his family. The will is in tall as
follows:
IN THE NAME OF GOD AMEN:
I, Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas, in
the county of Valencia and territory
of New Mexico, do hereby make and
publish this my last will and testament, hereby revoking all other and
former wills by me heretofore made,
and especially revoking a will the
date of which I am not able to give,
but in and by- - which I did nominate
and appoint Neill B. Field to be my
sole executor, which said will is not
now accessible, but which It is my
purpose to destroy as soon as I can
obtain the possession of the ' same
after the execution of this, which I
declare to be my only last will and
testament
Item I. To my sister, Eloisa Luna
de Bergere, wife of Alfred M. Bergere
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, I give and
bequeath the proceeds of an insurance
policy for the sum of $25,000.00, in
the Washington Life Insurance company, of which said policy my said
sister Eloisa is the beneficiary, hut
upon which I have paid, and propose
to pay, all premiums.
I further give
and bequeath to my said sister Eloisa
ten thousand head of sheep, to be
selected by her out of my sheep herds,
and It Is my will and desire that my
said sister Eloisa shall hold, own, use
and enjoy the said property, and
every part and parcel thereof, as hor
sole and separate estate free from
the control of her husband. I reconv
mend, but I do not require, tliat my
sister shall leave the sheep, hereby
agament and control of her son and
my nephew, Eduardo M. Otero, an4
that she receive the income therefrom, permitting her said son
to manage

same accordas I have
great confidence in his ability as a
sheep man, but it must be understood
that this Is a mere recommendation
to my sister, and that she is not to
be bound thereby, but shall own and
dispose of the said property as she
shall see fit, free from the control cf
any other person whomsoever.
Item II. To my nephew, the said
ing

"

to his best

the

Judgment,

Eduardo M. Otero, I give and bequeath three thousand head of cheep,
to be selected by him from my

-

the said Luna Bergere shall live bo curity of any kind or nature. I relong, I give and bequeth the same to quest and charge my said executor
the said Luna Bergere, to have and to assist my beloved wife in the manto hold the said real estate, and every agement of the property bequeathed
part and parcel thereof to him, the to her, and I suggest) to him and to
said Luna Bergere, and his heirs and her the advisability of reducing, to
money my sheep property and ranchassigns forever.
I hereby authorize my
execuuv, es as soon after my death as condihereinafter named, in the execution of tions will justify and permit, but I
this trust, to apply the whole or any wish it especially understood that it
part of the income arising from the is not my purpose by this suggestion
(after the pay- to limit the right of my wife to disproperty aforesaid
ment of taxes and lawful assessment pose of said property as to her shall
against the same), to the education seem best, or to make any requireand maintenance of my said nephew, ment of her as to whom she. will conLuan Bergere; and after my said sult, or how she will dispose of said
nephew Luna Bergere shall reach the property, it being my purpose Ho give
age of 21 years to pay over the said my said wife full and absolute connd ownership of all of the said
Income to the said Luna Bergere,t !
hereinbefore bequeathed to
property
in
as
and
such
times
such
amounts,
in the discretion of said executor, or ller, free from the control of any oth
I further sughis successor, shall be for the host er person whomsoever.
gest that all investments made by my
interest of the said Luna Bergere
If my said nephew, the said Luna said wife, or in her behalf, shall b
Bergere, shall not survive me, then made in the best classes of securities,
this bequest is to lapse, and the prop- and that regard shall rather be had
erty herein described shall become a to the safety of the investment than
part of my residuary estate; "and If to securing a high rate of Interest,
my said nephew Luna Bergere shall and I hereby enjoin that all invest
survive me and shall die before reach- mentB of a speculative nature shall
ing the age of 25 years, then, and in be avoided.
In Witness Whereof, I have here
that event,' I give and bequeath the
said property herein described, abso unto set my hand and seal in the
lutely to my sister Eloisa, to have and presence of Summers Burkhart and
to hold the same to my said sister Frank W. Clancy, subscribing witnessEloisa, her heirs and assigns forever. es, whom I have resuested to witness
Item VI. To my niece, Anita Ber this my last will and testament, at
gere, daughter of my sister Eloisa, Albuquerque, New Mexico, this 4th
and her husband, Alfred M. Bergere, day of December, 1906.
SOLOMON LUNA.
I give and bequeath the proceeds of Signed)
i
a life insurance policy now existing
(Seal).
We, Summers Burkhart and Frank
on my life in the Mutual Life Insurance company of New York, for the W. Clancy, do hereby certify that we
instrument in
sum of $5,000, which said policy at signed the foregoing
this time stands In the name of my the presence of Solomon Luna, the
but testator, at his request and in his
deceased
nephew, Max Luna,
which, it is my immediate purpose to presence, and in the presence of each
have changed, so as to make my said other; that we saw the said testator
niece, Anita Bergere, the beneficiary and heard him speak;: and that he, in
our presence declared the said instru
therein.
Item VII. To my beloved wife, ment to be his last will and testaAdelalda Otero de Luna, I give and be- ment, and requested us and each of
us to sign the same as such subscrib
queath 'all of my right, title and ining witnesses ,in his presence and In
Invest
to
In
and
the
terest
Surety
ment company, including all lands the presence of each of us, at Alheld in the name of said company. buquerque, New Mexico, this 4th day
and all contracts for the payment of of December, 1906.
money to the said company, in whlcl (Signed)
SUMMERS BURKHART,
I at the time ,i)f my death may have
FRANK W. CLANCY.
any interest whatever; also all of my
1
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are now permanent features of this store.
We have added to our line the well known

'
,

,

" PRI NTZESS' " Q ARMEr ITS
are being so strongly featured in all the Fasbiou and
Household Magazines, which, with the

which

"WOOLTEX" GARMENTS
gives us two lines positively unequaled in

STYLE.QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP
Every garment in either line is absolutely.
GUARANTEED FOR TWO SEASON'S WEAB
STYLE

EXCLUSIVE
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$1,-10-

NOTED PEDESTRIAN

may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
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Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 4 Nicholas
Vachel Lindsay, poet and author of
GOT
Springfield, 111., and well known Jn a
literary way throughout the cast and
ALSO? west is in the city and is the guest
for a few days of Mr. and Mrs. E.
H. Day, en route to California. Lind-iais a pedestrian and is covering
PAPE'S DIAPEPS1N''
MAKES
the territory from the east to the
STOMACHS FEEL FINE
coast by foot, and in this way is af
IN FIVE MINUTES.
forded a splendid opportunity for gay,
If what you Just ate is souring on ering material for magazines He. is
your stomach or lies like a lump of without money or means and makes
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch his expenses la the cities In which
of" in some
gas and eructate sour, undigested he stops by selling stories
wrlt- A
other
poem
way.
legitimate
food, or (have a feeling of dizziness,
bad ten hy Lindsay appears in this
nausea,
heartburn,, fullness,
tnatn In mnnth an atomanh heariaohn month's American, and an Interest
ing article about the young poet and
this is indigestion.
A full case of Pape's Diapepsln author was published in the August
costs only fifty cents and will thor- number of the American, as well as
Mr. Lindsay will spend
stom- his picture.
oughly cure your
ach, and leave sufficient about the a day or two in Trinidad and vicinity
house in case some one else in the for a visit with the Days, as well as
stomach in hopes of gathering valuable writfamily may suffer from
ing material, as he realizes the postrouble or indigestion.
;
Ask your pharmacist to show you sibilities and the many unwrltteu
the formula plainly printed on these stories within and around a proser-ou- s
western city. He has traveled
fifty-cecases, then you will understand why dyspeptic trouble of all in the same' manner through the east
kinds must go, and 'why they usually as he intends to do in the west and
and cleverly
stomachs or numerous interesting
relieve sour,
from
stories
resulted
have
written'
minutes.
five
Diapepin
indigestion
his
experiences.
sln is harmless and tastes like can
dy, though each dose contains power
sufficient to digest and prepare for
assimilation into the blood all the MINNESOTA AWAIT8 ROOSEVELT
food you eat; besides, it makes you
St Paul, Minn., Sept. 4. The progo to the table witn a healthy appe- gressive party leaders of Minnesota
tite; but, what will please you most, have completed! all arrangements for
4s that you will feel that your stom- Colonel Roosevelt's visit to the Twin
The third party presidential
ach and Intestines are clean and Cities.
fresh, and you will not need to resort candidate is scheduled to arrive here
to laxatives or liver pills for bilious- .from Des Moines
shortly after 7
o'clock tomorrow morning and will
ness 'or constipation.
This city will have many Diapep- remain the entire day. The program
sln cranks, as some people will call calls for two speeches, one in the
them, but you will be cranky about open air at the Minnesota State fair
this splendid stomach preparation, In the forenoon, and one at a lunchtoo, if you try a Utile for indigestion eon in Minneapolis immediately afor gastritis or any other stomach mis- terward. The speech at the fair
ery..grounds probably will last an hour,
Get some now, this minute, and for- and will be a "keynote" speech for
ever rid yourself of stomach trouble the Roosevelt campaign in the

a

of Women's

sands of,
year
assured, for we buy no two garments alike
which they hoped to avoid by bring, MICHIGAN K, OF P.
ing up the question that when gold
South Haven, Mich., Sept. 4. The
silver or other metal is taken from
thirty-eightLas Veas'LoadinG. Store
annual meeting of the
them, it causes a loss that cau not
be replaced and therefore must be Michigan grand lodge of theKnights
counted as depreciation and not to of Pythias was opened with a session
be taxed under 'the law passed in in the armory here this morhing, prominent) members of the order being
1908.
South Sick Pkja
Established 1862
The government sought to force the in attendance from all over the state.
Stratton's
Independence company, The meeting will continue its sessions
Limited, to pay approximately $1,501' over tomorrow.
for taxes for the years 1909 and 19.1 Q.
Other mines were assessed in proportion to their net earnings, and all of
them, following .the lead of Ctrat-ton's, paid the taxes under protest
and made the same claims.
The Stratton's Independence was
selected to make a test case and filed
suit through its attorney, William V.
Hodges, for a recovery of the money
paid to the government for the tax
of 1 per cent on Incomes over $5,000.
The other big mining companies of
the state supported the Stratton in
the suit.
The government contended that if
this case was decided against it the
law might as well be declared dull
and void, because coal mines and ev
ery other big corporation could
Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
show some sort of depreciation and
He
has
not
tax.
the
of
value
the
the
and
only
explained
of his prod
usefulness
prevent
payment
The issue was submitted to a Jury
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
because of tie difference as to the
statements.
amount, but Judge Pope ordered a
be trusted because his very business existence is at atake.
Heecan
directed verdict onthe, law points.
He
believes
in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
Attorney Hodges announced that
in
the case would be appealed by Stratonly making the goods right, but in advertising, which
Ixt the meantime
ton's Independence.
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
the mining companies of the state
good secure repeat orders.
will continue to pay the excise tax
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
on their net earnings over $5,000, un
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
der protest. The Jury reduced the
tax from $1,500 to approximately
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, beowing to mistakes made in the
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
assessment.

n,

sneep herds; together with the rajjcK- - uephew, Eduardo M. Otero), 'consist
es in the western part of Socorro ing of 48 patented places outside oi
'
forest reserve, and three
county, known as the Lueras anil
Windmill ranches; to have and to patented places in the Gila forest rehold the said sheep and the said serve; also all of my real estate sit
ranches (for a better description of uate in the territory,of Ariozna, conwhich I hereby refer to my title sisting of what Is known as the Minpapers),1 unto my said nephow, the eral Springs ranches In Apache coun
said Eduardo M. Otero, and his heirs ty, Arizona; also all of my sheep
and assigns forever.
herds, (saving and excepting the sheep
Item III. To my nephew, Manuel hereinbefore bequeathed to my sister
B. Otero, I give
and bequeath my Eloisa and my nephew Eduardo),
stock in the Mcintosh Hardware com- with all of the outfit, paraphernalia,
New Mexico, tools, implements and things of every
pany of Albuquerque,
to $10,000.00 par value, kind pertaining to my said sheep
amounting
and
also all monies,
and' also my stock in the Occidental business;
Life Insurance company amounting notes, bonds, choses in action, rlchts
to the par value of one thousand dol- of action, claims and demands of
whatsoever! nature and kind, against
lars ($1,000.00).
Item IV. To my niece, Maria Ad any and all persons whomsoever,
elina (Nina) Otero, I give and be which I may own at the time of my
queath the sum of ten thousand dol death; also the proceeds of all life
insurance policies, not herein specilars ($10,000:00).
to fically disposed of, which
Item V. I hereby ' Bequeath
may be
my executor, hereinafter named, and subsisting upon my life at the time
to his successor and successors in of my death; and all other property,
trust, all my right, title and inter real, personal and mixed, of every
ests in lots one, two, 47 and 48, in kind and description, and all of my
block seven of the Pacific Improve- right, title and interest therein,
ment company tract, being a portion wheresoever the same may be situatof the town of San Pedro Harbor, In ed, which; I have no specifically dethe county of Los Angeles, state of vised and bequeathed by the terms of
California, as per map recorded In this Instrument, it being my true Inbook 9, page 187, of maps In the office tent and purpose to constitute my said
of the county recorder of said conn wife my residuary legatee, and to vest
ty; also lot 18 of Peck's subdivision in her by an absolute title all of my
of the south half of block 40 of the property which I do not otherwise
city of San Pedro in the county o? Los specifically dispose ofsby this will;
Angeles, state of California, as per to have and to hold the same and
maps recorded in book 1, page 73. of every part and parcel thereof, unto
maps in the office of the county re my said wife Adelalda Otero de Luna,
corder of said county; in trust never her heirs and assigns forever.
Item VIII. I hereby make, constitheless, to hold, manage, protect and
care for the same, and receive the tute and apoint Neill B. Field, of
rents, issues profits and income there Albuquerque, New Mexico, the sole
of until my nephew, Luna Bergere, executor of this, my last will and teseon of my sister Eloisa and her hus- tament, and I do hereby request thM
band, Adgred M. Bergere, shall reach he be permited to qualify as such
the ase of 25 years at which time, if without the giving of any bond or se and Indigestion.

TWO
UNEQUALED .LINE'S
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THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
Dundee, Sept. 4. The annual meeting of the
which
is the mest important "event of the
year in connection with scientific research in the United Kingdom, began
itfl sessions today in Klnnaird hall in
this city. Professor E. A. Schafer,
the eminent Edinburgh physiologist,
called the gathering to order and delivered his presidential address. The
dress was on the subject of the origin of life and was probably the
most remarkable that has been delivered before the association since that
containing the announcement of the
discovery of argon at the Oxford
meeting nearly twenty years ago.
British-associatio-
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POSTMASTERS
AT COLUMBUS
Columbus, O., Sept 4. The National Association of Posmasters of the
Second and Third Class assembled
here today for its annual convention.
The officers in charge are President
Harry E. Blair of Waukesha, Wis,,
Vice President R. V. Jones of Sidney,
O., and Secretary-Treasure- r
H. A
Hopklng of St. Clair, Mich. Numerous matters relating to the duties of
NEW MEXICO
FEDERAL
JUDGE the
postmasters and the improvement
TAKES THE BENCK IN.
of the postal service will be brought
COLORADO CASE.
before the convention after it settles
down to business.
v
Denver, Colo., Sept. 4. To remove
ore from mines doe,s not' cause such
FORESTRY CONVENTION
a depreciation of the property as to
Victoria, B. C., Sept. 4. The fourgive the mine owners the right to re teenth annual convention of
tha Canfuse to pay the federal corporation
adian Forestry association began in
Income tax assessed on the net earn
this city today with an unusually large
ings by the commissioner of internal attendance. The
program prepared
revenue, according to a decision
for the convention extends over three
down
handed
today by Federal Judge
William H. Pope of New Mexico, sit days and provides for addresses of the
most
character by many
ting for Judge R. E. Lewis, in tne leaderspractical
in forestry and lumbering in
case of the government against Strat-ton'Canada and the United States. Sir
Independence company, Limit- Richard
McBride and a number of
;
ed. ,'
other
officials of prominence
public
The ruling means that the mines of
Colorado will be forced to pay thou are taking active part in the convention. :
taxes eacb
dollars

POPE

rl

right, title and interest in and to a
tract of land In the city of Albuquer-- ;
que known as Luna Place, consisting
interest
of an undivided
therein; also my stock in the Bank of
Commerceof Albuquerque, New Mex-tco7aTi3'in"the Bank of Magdalena at
Magdalena, New Mexico, and also my
stock in the Citizen Publishing company; also a tract of land at the
southeast corner of Tenth street and
Railroad avenue In the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, being the westerly 86 feet of block 48, of the New
Mexico Town company's original plat
of Albuquerque; also all real estate
owned by me in the county of Valencia, territory of New Mexico, including my residence at Los Lunas, and
its furniture aud contents, horses, carriage, livestock ted everything pertaining thereto; also I1 of my ranches situate in the cowpiy of Socorro,
territory of New Mexico, (except
hosB hereinbefore t)gjuentfoe(J Jq
yj
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YEAR
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK IS BEST IN
.' SEVERAL SEASONS; OTHER
NATIONS PROSPER.
New York, Sept. 4 There Is worldwide activity in ,.rade. Great Britain, Germany asd France have all
heen enjoying' unparalleled activity
and prosperity. This extended ho
both home and foreign trade. In Germany there have on several occasions been signs of
but
timely precautions 'prevented trouble
ana indications are for a continuance
of activity for some time to come.
In Great Britain commercial activity
baa continued on a
:
scale in spite of threatening social
and political changes. No serious
check has thus far developed, and
Great Britain is looking forward to
another season of profitable activity
in her widely scattered enterprises.
France is beginning to recover from
the setback induced by political radicalism. Increased commercial ac
tivity is not confined to Europe. It
extends into Asia and India. In fact
the present boom for it is, nothing
less is worldwide, being one of those
which
great forward movements
come at regular periods, and which
are always stimulated by progress of
invention and the development of
ftttans of communication.
For the past year or two the United
States has hardly kept pace with the
march of world events. For this our
statesmen
politicians, apid would-b- e
must be held largely responsible. The
reckless and indiscriminate attacks
upon all forms of consolidated capi
tal, ' promoted more by the spirit ot
envy and malice or a desire for political notoriety .than by a genuine wish
to reform obvious abuses, have been
mainly responsible for this arrest of
commercial progress In the United
StateB. Happily there ar signs of
the abatement of this misguided and
unfortunate movement, although, the
end should not be too confidently expected until the character and policy
of the next congress is more fully determined. Of one thing, however, the
country is terribly weary, and that
is the making of great business interests the football of politics. This is
quite as injurious to the average voter and the average laborer as to tbe
owner of ' capital, as will soon be
more apparent t attacks for political purposes are not made with better discretion. We have had enough
of neurotic politicians, and it Is time
that Washington became the seat or
sane and sensible legislation instead
of sensational politics.
At last the United States appears
about ready to take Its share of the
One
world's commercial activity.
great offset to political disturbances
is the unusualy bountiful harvest now
practically assured. This is the best'
diversion- from politics
that could
bave happened. In all parts of the
country merchants are preparing lor
active business this autumn. Factor
ies are "already filled with orders to
The
supply anticipated demands.
teel industry shows greater activity
than ever, and is running close to full
capacity at good prices with a big
volume of orders still in sight. The
demand comes chiefly from railroads
s
and new building enterprises.
are sure to be heavy buyers
for a long period ahead, simply to
satisfy imperative demands for better equipment ana better facilities at
terminal points. This condition also
will compel the railroads to make
large additional capital applications
during the next few months. How
'they will succeed, considering the
high rates which new capital now demands, remains to be seen.
The reports of big crops and their
increased money values are already
familiar. Conditions In consequence
are ripening for a periou of very active business in the United States.
8here is no reason, except politics,
over-strai-

record-breaking-

'

-

Hail-road-

IP' IT?

why 1913 should not prove a
inyear. As an additional
clearing
dication of improvement,
house returns last week were 14 per
cent ahead of a year ago, a surprisingly large increase, considering the
small volume of speculative transactions. The gains were well distributed over all sections of the country,
though most pronounced in the great
Another very satisfactory
northwest.
proof of improvement is the increase
both
in current railroad earnings,
gross and net- - Railroad managers are
anticipating a car famine owing to
tbe big crops. Such evidences ot a
revival are certain to restore confidence and .to still further stimulate
Thus far these conditions
activity.
have been only slightly reflected in
the stocli market. Prices have shown
a steadily hardening tendency, and
have established a very iair advance
since early summer. The spirit of
activity however, is still dormant,
record-breakin-

-.-- .
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and this absence of response Is not
This is the usdifficult to explain.
ual period of glimmer quiet, partly
owing, to vacation absentees. There
is still a large degree of dissatisfacIt
tion with the railroad situation.
is taken for granted that some con
cessions will be made to the demands
of the engineers, which will, of
course, be followed by demands from
other railroad employes. Should the
interstate commerce commission re
fuse to allow the railroads to com
by increased
pensate themselves
rates, the position of the railroads
will become still more disconcerting,
especialy in view ot the undoubted
necessity for raising large amounts
of new capital.
Last week the tendency toward in
activity was augmentea by the holidays and by the inclination to await
results of the elections in Vermont
and Maine. Perjiaps the most ad
verse element in the stock market
Is the monetary situation. The crop
movement and falj trade require
ments start with iow bank reserves
in New York.
Legitimate require
ments for trade ana crops are sure
to be unusually heavy. They are al
ready making themselves felt. Gold
was shipped to Canada this week;
and our banks lost heavily from subtreasury operations. The Bank of
England advanced its rate of dis
count to 4 per cent; a warning that
we may not get help from Europe
as readily as expected. Our imports
are running extraordinarily heavy
owing to industrial activity here, nign
prices having a tendency to check
exports and encourage imports. Of
course, we shall ,soon (have a supply
of cotton bills to aid the foreign situation and the failure of British
crops will stimulate the export de
mand for American grain. Our position is made increasingly favorable
by the outlook for another enormous
cotton crop, for which the estimates
now exceed 14,000,000- bales. After
Labor Day we may look for increased
activity with the revival of business
and the return of absentees from vacation.
The September disburse
ments are estimated at over 110,000,000, or $23,000,000 in excess of a
year ago. Investors have been some- what shy of railroad shares because
of the adverse conditions .mentioned
above and are showing a growing
preference for industrials, which fre
quently offer much larger margins
of profit. Whether this preference.
which Is. not altogether wholesome,
will be reflected In speculative move
ments or not remains to be seen. The
outlook for the general market con
tinues .very satisfactory. Neverthe
less, It is well not to b3 too optimls
ti until gome of the present undesir
able restraints upon activity are re;

moved.'
HENRY CLEW'S.
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is being made to produce a serum
with which to combat the disease.
"It is our opinion,", said Dr. K R.
Dykstra, "that diseased animals contaminate the food and water supply
Healthy animals contract the disease
by taking the germ Into their systems
wtih this contaminated food and water
Basing our conclusions on these findings we make the following recommendations for the prevention of the
!
STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE disease:
TO
FIND THE
TRYING
"Remove a!! litter and rubbish from
CAUSE
the barnyard or corral, and from (he
scrub cut all
mangers.
Thoroughly
Topeka, Kan., Sept. 4. Veterinary water buckets, troughs wd (a 'Vs.
experts from the United Stat. 8
Disinfect all these premises and conof agriculture and the Kan- tainers
by applying a liberal applicasas state agricultural college dis- tion of some reliable
disinfectant,
agree as to the cause of deaths among such as ordinary dip, two per cent
The federal ex- carbolic
horses in Kansas.
acid, etc.
perts declare the deaths due to for"Remove all horses from their ac
age poisoning for which drouthy con- customed
feeding or grazing places
ditions are responsible. The K. S. A.
and place them in the disinfected coo
of
C. experts deUcbwe an epidemic
rals and barns. Feed them green
f.pinal meninlgitls is killing the horses. corn fodder, green
silage and oil cake
The report of the federal experts meal, or any food that has a laxative
was made public uast week; the K. Every time the horse Is watered, from
S. A. C. report is given below.
f
to one teaspoonful of permanganate of potash should be put
Meningitis Is Causa
in each bucketful of water. Horses
Manhattan, Kan., Sept. 4. It's cere
should be kept away from diseased
that
killing
is,
brospinal meningitis
horses by the hundreds in western animals, and all articles or places that
come In direct contact with these
Kansas. Expert veterinarlons, at the
disinKansas Agricultural college announc- animals should be Immediately
from
should
fected.
Horses
be
kept
of
careful
ed this after a very
study
cooler weather begins.
the disease in thee field and in the pasture till
Diseased horses should have a seplaboratory. The- department bacterio
arate attendant, and all water bucka
which,
discovered
germ
has
logist
ets and other utensils used for sick
and
it is believed, causes the diseases,
should be kept away-from
horses
one
the
to
Is
similar
this germ
very
measures
animals.
These
healthy
cerebro-spinal
meningiwhicl causes
should be thoroughly carried out as
tis in human beings. The germ, when
half
hearted attempts are useless.
injected Into a guinea pig, produced
"Most
of the affected horses die.
Is
known
48
It
hours.
death within
measures will help some
But
curative
as
dlplococcus.
technically
have given the best reThe
following
Because of the" fact that the germ
sults:that
believed
is
has .been isolated It
"Keep the animal in a shady place.
the present outbreak is infectious but
In addition to the Place on top of the head cold packs
not contagious.
examinations of the either of Ice or water. Or this mixbacterological
surrounding the ture may be used: One pound of
abnormal fluids
the
urine, and the glauber salt, one pound of ordinary
brain, spinal cord,
ex- salt, and one; pound of salt peter. To
blood, clinical and post mortem
these should be added a small quanAll
lessons
made.
were
aminations
aflearned in this work point to the fact tity of vinegar. Do not drench
Is
as
the
throat
Furparaanimals
fected
Is
meningitis.
that the disease
ther lnvetsigatlon along bacteriolog- lyzed and they cannot swallow ;
therefore result In
ical, lines Is needed and is , being drenching will,
made by the college. An effort now lung fever. Every two or there hours
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SPEAKERS
WILL ADDRESS THE NATIONAL
CONSERVATION CONGRESS
IN INDIANAPOLIS.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 4. With
many experts like Dr. Harvey W.
to
Wiley, Washington, 1). C
lead the discussion it Is expected that
some definite action will be taken by
the fourth national conservation congress here, October 1 to 4, Inclusive,
on the question of Increasing the
span of human life. As chairman of
the committee on food of the congress, Dr. Wiley will be in a position
to give the public not only the benefit of his experience In his past efforts to improve the food standards
In the United States but to make well
defined recommendations on the subject.
Other medical experts that will
participate in the big meeting are
Dr. W, J. McKee, Washington, D. C,
Dr. W. A. Evans, Chicago, Dr. C. E.
Bessey, Lincoln, Neb., and Dr. W. T.
Hornaday, New York City. The congress also expects to receive acceptances within the next few days to
invitations that have been extended
to more than 200 of the foremost
medical men in the United States and
Indications also point to a
Europe.
large attendance from several of the
South American republics.
pro-sen-

Experts are agreed that the

DAILY

prob-

lem of conserving natural resources
is only one part of the larger problem
of conserving national efficiency.
The other part relates to- the vitality
of our population. The two parts are
closely interwoven.
Protection against mining accidents, forest fires, floods, or pollution of streams (prevents not only loss
of property hut loss of life. The prevention of disease, on the other hand,
Increases economic productivity.
So far as vital and physical assets
as measured by earning power can
be compared,
the vital assets are
three to five times the physical.Facts
show that there Is as great room for
Improvement, of our vital resources
as In our, lands, waters, minerals and
forests. This improvement is possible
in respect both to the length of life
and to freedom ' from disease during
life.
Contrary to common impression
there Is no Iron law of mortality. Re
cent statistics for India show that ihe
average duration of life there is less
than twenty-fiv- e
years. In Sweden
It Is more than fifty years and 4n the
state of Massachusetts more than
forty-fiv- e
years. The length of life
is Increasing wherever sanitary sci
ence and preventive medicine are ap
In India it is stationary. In
plied.
Europe It has doubled In three and
a half centuries. The rate of increase
during the seventeenth and elgnt-eenth centuries was about four years
per century, during the first half of
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Inject into the rectum about
of cold water, and three or
four times daily inject in the same
way milk to which has been added
two or three well beaten eggs."
Information on the progress of tbf
work being done by the college ma?
be obtained by writing to the veter
inary department.
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the nineteenth century about seven
teen years per century, and In Ger
many, where medical and sanitary
science has reached the highest devel
years per
opment, about twenty-sevecentury. The only comparative sta
tistics in the United States are in
Massachusetts where life is lengthenfng at the rate of about fourteen
years per lentury, or half the rate In

In

large numbers for the fifth

an-

nual convention of the Atlantic Deep
At a meetWaterways association.
ing of the executive committee today
,the final arrangements were made
for the general sessions, which will
begin In the assembly hall of the Hotel
Grlswold tomorrow morning.
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Why the United States should not
make as great progress as the coun
try along the Rhine is a question that
will be given very careful considera-

large.
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Germany.,

the Hillsville courthouse murders last
March, was called for trial today. Victor Allen is the last to be tried of
those taken into custody for the murders, Floyd and Claude Allen, father
and son, are under death sentences.
Friel Allen has been sentenced to 18
years' Imprisoment and SIdna Edwards to 15 years. Sidna Allen and
Wesley Edwards, the alleged ringleaders in the raid on the court house
which killed six people, are still at

There will be three
vaults in he Treasurer's Deartment,
and a central
swltdhboard
on this floor.
The second floor of the north win?
will be devoted to the Architectural
Department, and the second floor of
the south wing to the Engineering,
Mechanical, Electrical and Civil Engineering Deartments.
The main wing of the building on
this floor will be occupied by the
and his. assistants;
also the offices of the Advisor and
Chiefs of Sculpture, Color and Decorations.
The third floor will be used for
Photogrpph Depart
ment and Color Studios.
It is expected that this building
will be completed for the first of the
year, and many oi the Departments
will immediately take up their new
quarters.
ARMY OFFICER RETIRES.
Washington, D. C, Sept 4. Colonel James N. Allison, chief commissary of the Eastern division and one
of the best known officers of the
United States army, was retired today on account of age At the age
of 14 Colonel Allison enlisted as a
private in the Thirty-nintKentucky
infantry, and served In the ranks of
that command until the end of the
civil war. In 1867 he received an apf

-

TRIAL OF VICTOR ALLEN
Wytheville, Va., Sept. 4. The case
of Victor Allen, one of the mountain
outlaws charged , with "complicity in

and

bluef-prlntin-

n

BROTHERHOOD OF ST. ANDREW
Chicago, Sept. 4. Nearly one thou
sand Episcopal laymen from all sections of the country gathered at the
University of Chicago today for the
annual convention of the Brother
The gathering
hood of St. Andrew.
was opened thlsl morning with a meet
ing of the national council of the
brotherhood.
'The Bible" will be the
theme of discussion tomorrow and on
Friday "Prayer" will be the principal
Bishop
subject. Bishop Anderson,
churchmen
Lloyd and other noted
are among the scheduled speakers.

San Francisco, Sept. 2 Plans tor
the Service Building, the first struc-ture to be erected on the Panama-Pacifi- c
International Exposition site
at Harbor View, has been completed,
and within th next week advertise,
ments will be placed for bids for the
construction of this important edifice.
This structure will be three stories in hetghth and cost in the neighborhood of $60,000.00. It will be 159
teei square, with an interior court of
58 feet by 104 feet. It will face Fillmore street, and will be at least 200
feet west of that thoroughfare. The
space between Fillmore street and
the portico of the structure will be
beautified by gardens, fountain, and
other landscape effects.
Through the center line of the entire court or lightwell Is Francisco
Street, which, among other streets,
has been ordered closed by the Board
of Supervisors.
It will be a frame structure, covered on the outside with staff and plaster, and Its appearance will recall
the early California style of architecture. It will also harmonize with
the other buildings on the Exposition
site.
The first floor will be occupied by
the Auditor, Treasurer, Railroad Installation of Exhibits, Admissions and
(Concessions, Information and - Telegraph Departments. The Police Department and Commander of the'
Guards will occupy the entire north1
wing on the "first floor; the south
wing will be used by the Emergency
Hospital Department This hospital
will be modern in every respect, and.
will have seven wards and twelve

Cml G ,timitd

pointment to West Point and graduated in 1871, among his classmates
being the late General Frederick D.
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CONVENTION

New London, Conn., Sept 4. Dele
gates continued to arrive In the city
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SHORT TIME WORK AT SAN
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We stand at Ai'mywormville,
we battle for the crop. ,
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WORLD CONGRES3 OF CHEMISTS
Washington, D. C, Sept.'' 4. With IN

an attendance representing the leading countries of the world and embracing many men who have earned
everlasting fame by delving into the
hidden secrets of nature and setting
to work forces heretofore undreamed
of, the eighth International Congress
of Applied Chemistry was formally
opened In this city today with an address of welcome by President Taf t.
In many respects the gathering is the
most, notable ever assembled in the
national capital. Among the distinguished chemists In attendance are
Sir William Ramsey, the great authority on radium; Dr. E. G. Acheson
of Niagara, the Inventor of carbarun-dum- ;
Prof. William L. Perkins of
Manchester, England, who is known
as the father of the aniline dye industry; Dr. Samuel hiyde of Norway,
who developed the electrical process
of extracting nitroglycerine from
the air; Sir Boverton Redwood, the
world's leading authority on petroleum; Prof, M. L. Lindet, representing
the French ministry of agriculture;
Court Councilor Dr. Alexander Bauer
and Dr. Edward Stiassny of Vienna,
and Dr. A. J.' van Waterschobl van
der Gracht, director of the government institute for the geological exploration of the Netherlands.
Today was devoted to the formal
opening proceedings of the congress.
Tomorrow will be spent in the inspection of the various government buildings, after which the delegates will
adjourn to New York, where several
days will be spent In discussing scientific questions. With the close of the
New York sessions the foreign visitors will be' taken on a tour ot the
country for the Inspection of various
industrial centers.
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The familiar letters, S. S. S., etand for Siwft's Sure Specific, a name
blood remedy. It Is worthy of its
honestly- and fairly earned by a great
ailment resulting from impure blood.
CURES
every
it
really
because
litle
by bad blood, because a weak,
The majority of physical afflictions are caused
circulation deprives the system of its necessary strength and
powers. S. S. S. cures every disorder which comes from
weak or diseased blood, it tones up and regulates
'
every portion of the system, and creates an abnn-- f
dant supply of nourishing properties which fill the
,
j i circulation and bring health, to the body. S. S. S.
I is made entirely of healing, cleansing roots, herbs
"3
Vc 1 and barks, which are also possessed of great tonie(SC Za v
) properties. It does not contain a particie of minother harmful drug, and is therefore the pu- . eral or
safest blood medicine for young or old.
regt
"
"
cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ul- S.
s.
S.
x- - ..-- cf'rs, Skin Diseases, Scrofula, Malaria and all other
Write for free book on the blood and
circulation.
deranged
troubo a aaiee.
No charge for either
y.meal
SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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confaining sufficient to make five cups of Instant Postum will be sent free upon
ceipt of two-cestamp for postage.
nt

A

re-

-

triaJ of the new food drink

Imisi
'

.

Is a revelation

'

of

a.nd satisfaction.

convenience

It is made in the
no boiling. Stir a teaspoonful in a cup of hot water,
add sugar and cream to taste, and a
e
Java,
delightful beverage, much resembling
results instantly!
cup-req-

uires

high-grad-

Instant Postum
form nothing added.
drug, caffeine.

General
Grant, Major
George W.
Davis, Lieutenant Frederick Schwat-ka- ,
the Arctic explorer, and Lieutenant John McKinney, who was killed
by the Cheyeifnes In Wyoming. From
1871 until 1890 Colonel Allison was
on duty in the west and In those
years be became known as an Indian
fighter. In the war with Spain he
was chief commissary of the corps.
After that he went to the Philippines,
where he was in several of the hard
campaigns that followed the war with
Colonel Allison's retirement
Spain.
leaves in the active ranks of the
army only two officers who fought
for the preservation of the Union a
half century ago. They are Daniel
W. Arnold of the quartermaster's de
partment, who will retire from service one week from today, and Colonel John L. Clem, "the drummer boy
of Chickamagua," who will reach
the age, limit next summer.

is regular Postum in concentrated
It is absolutely free from the coffee

Grocers sell Instant Postum

"

1

00-cu- p

tins, 50c;

50-cu-

p

tins, 30c.

Coffee averages about double that cost,
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Mich.
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OKLAHOMA CONFEDERATES
Ada, Okla., Sept. 4. Hundreds

of

confederate veterans from all over
the stat6 are here In attendance upon a three-dasession, beginning today, of the annual convention of
Oklahoma division of the United Confederate veterans. The city Is gay-l-y
decorated In honor of the war veterans. Tomorrow will occur the grand
parade and also the principal social
events of the reunion.

LAS VEGA3 DAILY OPTIC,
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choose between ths Deb and Roosevelt tickets and.it is, in .the light of
this fact, only reasonable that Debs
ESTABLISHED 1879
should recognle la Roosevelt his real
antagonist, not because Roosevelt
'
Publlsed By
issues hut
champions
THE; OPTIC PUBLISHING(CO.
for the opposite reason. Neither par(Incorporated)
ty bids fair to make any very impres
sive" showing and the socialists must
to keep within the
M.
EDITOR work desperately
PADGETT...
percentage minimum. Thanks to uie
sort of business baiting and running
amuck In which, first the populists,
then the, insurgents and now the proi
gressives have indulged, the socialist
tutered at the postoffice at East vote Jias grown to proportions that
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- are disquieting to thoughtful citizens.
of the Roosevelt coup of apsion, through the limited States mails In view
all that has been gained
propriating
as second class matter,
by all these movements and capping
i.
the appropriation by the wholesale
'
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theft of socialist1 jssues, Mr. Debs is
Daily, by Carrier:
j
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had dlsapeared asd only after long
search was vfound alive and happy in
the apartment whence she had fallen
or been pushed to her supposed death.
However, the policeman swore that
he had seen a dead cat upon the
sidewalk and claimed that he ought
to know a dead cat when he saw one.
His earnestness caused the harrassed
magistrate to pass the case along and
hence the question of how often a
cat must be killed to be legally dead
Is still in abeyance pending the opinion of the learned court of special
sessions.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept. 4. Rainy
weather
northwest counted upon by some trad
ers a sliUely to check the heavy arrivals at primary markets, tended to
day. to rally wheat Sellers, however,
were courageous on account of the
world's wheat yield for the season being the second largest ever known.
Prices opened a shade to
higher.

to 92, a
December started 92
and reacted to 92. The
gain of
close was firm with1

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from

December

higher at 92.
Generally favorable weather ami
improving
crops prospects eased
corn. December in the opening trades
was unchanged to
lower at
54
. and
seemed inclined to keep
within that figure. The close was
for December, a gain
strong at 65
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the socialists are concentrating their the window and calmly licked its jowl. committee in which it is stated that command were dispatched on a mili sues. Final prices, however, were not
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included Fort Clark today
difficulty is not so great. Roosevelt which only made it .cry and then she this statement was based
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when
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5aiga "In a barrel," .or at least to en but the fly was just; as lively as when mated patronage of 230,000 persons. The Mexican consul here says he has New York Central
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gage in a desperate effort to recover she first bpgaa nne chased him to The disturbing feature of the situa- instructed that his people be supplied Northern Pacific
126
the purloined garments. The Roose the kltciheii where iflhe broke a tUsh tion is found in the fact that the ex with food.
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progressive party will draw largely where he lit upon the bed, she struck ing discovery that well groomed res ade of Mexican federal cavalry has United States Steel pfd
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from that party, with his rabid at out with the dish' towel and then she taurants are by no means certain dis been sent from Chihuahua to engage
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tacks upon the courts his propagan bumped her head. The fly went safe- pensaries of good milk. In fact of the Ojinaga rebels.
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ompensation and employers' liabili- upon the kitchen broom. He put examination showed that In the1 din
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ty, of communistic participation in germs onthe pictures, he put them ing room of one was being served a stronger measures are adopted by
the conduct of business enterprises on the wall, he Teffr them In the bath grade of milk commonly dispensed President Madero of Mexico to put
y the government, of socialistic su- room, he left them in the hall. The at the corner grocery of the tenement down the Zapatistas the rebel bandits
pervision of corporations and of other hired girl (surrendered the mad excit- districts. In 'some of the cheaper who have terrorized the southern part
m
m
freaks and fads of sociajogical Indus-- ' ing chase and stood before the mir- lunch rooms the noontime lacteal bev- of the republic for more than a year
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ror to put her switch in place. The erage consists of a few gallons of will be at the gates of Mexico City
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But it must be said for the socia- fly stood on his front legs and calmly fresh milk mixed with a solution made In lees than six months, according
lists that they are the only party that scratched his back then gayly put ten from canned milk, the resultant con to J. C. Long of Mexico City, who ar'
has been consistent in its singleness thousand germs upon the china rack. coction being served at a temperature rived here Monday evening from the
of. purpose and refusal to fuse and Ten thousand germs he gleefully left so low as to disguise its taste. Just Mexican capital enroute to Louisville.
rest
employ the other artifices of political floating in the air and all the
"The secret police of Mexico' have
how serious is the Imposition upon
father's
easy
on
he
placed,
deftly
Year
after year they
expediency.
the milk drinker may be judged from discovered a plot on the .part of the
'
have pursued the not always even chair. Thekid had ceased to cry the fact that a bacteriological examin Zapatistas to attack Mexico City on
tenor of their way, but have at least at last, .the 'cat "had gone to sleep, ation of 905 samples established for September 15, which is the anniverrefused to submerge the girl hung up the dish rag and the whole an average rating of but. sary of Mexican independence and
steadfastly
their Identity in other organizations in then sat down to weep. Without a 35.2 per cent, or milk containing not when the greatest celebration of the
order to gain a temporary or even slnele eerm on hand, the housefly more than 100,000 bacteria to the cub- year takes place. A large number of
to the
permanent ad vantage.,,. At this par- foun4 ,the .dpor and hurried
arrests have been made and it is besome ic centimeter. The report of the milk
ticular time, if expediency
entered garbage' can to try and find
much inter- lieved that since their plans are
is
investigation
arousing
,
largely Into the plans of the social- more.
est as contrary to popular impression known to the government nothing
ists, If their sole object was to cast
milk is by far the most important more will come of it."
AnnVnr'neloria.'iwetmaster at Gar drink
ONE
be
soon
their ballots for' those causes which
in the lunch rooms and restaur
exact facts.
n.
promised most for them as social- den. Mich., knows the
Indians
n ants in
Aiding Federals
the congested business secin
ists and if they were imbued with when' he speaks of the curative
you
Juarez, Mex., j Sept 4. Oeneral
of Folev Kidney Pills. He says:. tios, patronized by hundreds of thou
ny spirit of compromise, they could "From my own experience I, recom sands of business men and women. Ajigustin Sanjinez, with an tescort of
npw
most consistently vote for the Roose mend Foley Kidney fins, a a
50 Yaqul warriors, arived here today
When Is a Cat Dead?
velt "confession of faith" rather than remedy for kidney trouble. My fathWhether or not a cat must be killed to confer with General Vlctorlano
and
for their own hardly more chimerical ers was cured of kidney disease were nine
times to be considered legally Huerta, federal commander of the
a good, many of my neighbors
doctrines.
cured by Foley Kidney rms. w. u. dead is the question which now con- zone. The presence of a few small
But, after all, it is perhaps juBt as Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
fronts the court of special sessions, bands of rebels menacing the railway
wool
well that the socialists engaged in a
the magistrates' court having dodged to the southwest of Juarez will be
blad
and
effective
on
reallv
the
kidney
duel with the progressives,
with the 900 Indians under
in solid colors
prog the Issue upon its first presentation. combatted
one hand to keep from being ewal- fler medicine must first stop the
who
General
command
of
Sanjinez,
cure
the
the
arose
The
then
vexed
and
of the disease
through
question
lowed by the Roosevelt movement ress
ennditions that cause it. Use Foley tumble of a pet cat from a high win are at present strung along the rail
'
and on the other to do the swallow Kidney Pills for all kidney and blad
dow to the hard pavement below. A way. The Yaquls have proved much
ing themselves, if possible. From the dor tronWes and urinary lregularittes. witness to the accident claimed that more efficient than the Mexican fed
The?
standpoint that the progressives They are safe and reliable.
In the cat was deliberately shoved out eral troops In scouting duty and
and
permanently.
quickly
help
and
stand for socialistic principles
blue
O. O. Schaefer and
package.
the
yellow
having related to a sympathe- euerilla fighting. They wear
are attempting to become the beneft ajid Red Cross Drug Co.
farm
more
like
and
overalls
appear
details
tic policeman the harrowing
laries of issues stolen from the so
Seethe
of the incident brought about the ar- erB than soldiers.
cialists, the latter are entirely Just!
"THE
The
of rest of the feline's owner on a charge
OF QUALITY
value
Silk
New
real
of
the
knew
selfIf
matter
of
aa
you
a
fied in fighting
lame of attempted cat murder.
for
UnfortunLiniment
Chamberlain's
'
Dre,8
Th imnliclt confidence that many
preservation. The probability would back, soreness of the muscles, sprains
r.
Crepe
i
mm
&
'
'
the body of the victim was left
lr.,
,
U
have in Chamberlain's Colic,
appear to he that unless they make a and rheumntic pains, you would never ately
people
i
Meteor-the
Joods
is
Remedy
and sustained onslaught wish to be without it. For sale by inert upon the pavement when the rtmlera and Diarrhoea
vigorous
the
court.
on their - experience
to
was
founded
'
taken
Upon
for
prisoner
will
dealers.
all
latter
Moosers
the
Rage
upon the Bull
Are
know.
the discovery that the corpus delicti use of that remery and their
ause the socialist vote to dwindle
cures
Wear
remarkable
.Fall
the
of
many
ledge
must be established to prove the crime,
Here
Tather
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery tnat
alarmingly a contingency
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic a hasty return wasi made to the scene it has effected. For sale by an aea'
which the socialists justly view with
for the cat's body.' Mollla, the cat, era.
There is really little to office'.
of
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OF WHAT'S NEW FOR FALL IN LADIES'
SUITS AND COATS

to giving thought to your early Fall Suit and we
are prepared to show
the newest styles
assortments most
The
Fall
Coats
are here. also, in the fa:'
comprehensive
shionableflewcmaterials and styles, and the values in both coats and
suits are unqualifiedly the best we have ever been enabled to offer ou.
The new suit materials include
eponge, new chevrons, diagonal
weaves
and serges. In the coats the' fabrics most
popular
are broadcloths in all colors, chinchillas, fancy mixtures and wide weave
to

va-ln-

serges.
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FOR FALL and WINTER
are arriving Dally,
We are proud to say,' we
have the most
line of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.

s

Sill

ALL

Call and See Them
See us for any thing else

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

OPTIC,

.1

4, 1912.

form of a contract, that he agreed to
become superintendent of the hospital.
(
What action the board of trustees
expects to take m regard to Dr.
Smith is problematical. However,
the greater part of this morning aiil
some time this afternoon was spout
in reading applications for the
and
and recommendations

''',."..

n
It

ir

n

1:

W. F. Spence of Carrlzozo came in
last evening from his home on busi
ness.
CONTRACT
William Frank returned this after
noon from a short business
trip to
petitions favoring the various aspir
Santa Fe,
ants
for the job. This would indicate
ASYLUM
SUPERINTENDENT
OF
a butcher of
Stanley McKeilar,
the board intended selecting a j
that
FROM
TO
f I
REFUSES
RESIGN
Wagon Mound, was in Las Vegas toDr. Smith at once luj'successor
for
OFFICE.
.
day on business..
spite of his announced intention oC
A. Miller,' a commercial man ot
onto his off Ice on the strength
holding
Albuquerque, was in Ias Vegas today
contract.
of
his
!
I
Any, effort on the
II iJ !
a
visiting the trade.
of the board to replace the sup- Late
the
this
afternoon
part
A; J. Stem came in lust evening
eitendent Is likely to provoke legal
board of trustees of the New
from his home in Albuquerque on a
on the part of either or both
Inaction
Mexico
for
the
Hospital
short' business1 trip.
V
VJ
M- Smith
H.
sane
declared
Dr.
parties, according to report.
Charles.. Kirscher,
representing
The resignation of Steward Georg
removed from
the. off ice of
Jlice-Sti'& Company Of St. Louis,
W. Ward, Assistant Steward Harry
superintendent of that instituwas in Las Vegas today visiting the
Arnold and the matron, Mrs. Prensucas
tion
selected
his
and
trade.
were received yesterday." That
tice,
cessor Dr. William Porter
; 8. Spitz of Santa Pe, was a visitor
Arnold was accepted. Mr. Arof
Mr.
Mills
of
this
,"i
city.
in Las Vegas, today on business. Mr.
Is
nold
to continue on duty until his
uhe
Dr.
In declaring
office of
Spitz is the well known Capital City
Is selected and has qualisuccessor
Smith
vacant
the
'
board
adoptjeweler...
fied for the work. It is still a mat' Vicente Montoya, clerk in the Bosed, it is understood by a vote
ter of rumor that Lieutenant Goverof three to two, the following
ton Clothing House, left this morn
nor E. C. de Baca, chairman of the
1
resoltuion:
i ;. . v
f
ing for Harvey's ranch resort for a
is anxious to secure this posiboard,
in
the
Whereas
Judgment
snort, vacation.
tion for his son. James O'Byrne is
of the board of trustees or the
T. J. Alexander and Relf Wingo
Las
at
reported to be after the job of Mr.
insane
Vegas,
asylum
left this morning on a short trip' to
N.' M., it Is to the best interest
Ward, although the board has taken
Mora. They made the trip in Mr.
no action upon the resignation of the
of the said institution that a
Wingo's big touring car.
DRESS-Asteward or that of the matron.
change be made in the posiF. M. Hughes, county commissionfor
the
seven
are
There
medical
applicants
ot
and
tion
physician
er and deputy" shenu. of Mora coun"V
j
Dr.
superintendency as follows:
superintendent.
ty,1 passed througn. Las Vegas today
Mills of Las Vegas, Dr. Mueller of
be
it
resolved
Therefore
by
en route from Mora to nis home in
Las Vegas, Dr. Panansky of Santa Fe,
LlAtl
the board of trustees that the
TAILORED TO YOUR EIIOIVIDUAL MEASURE
Roy. ' :i j'
Dr. Bradley of Roswell, Mr. McNiel
and
medical
superphysician
Mrs. i,'W- - Weist and son came in
of La Mesa, Dr. Myer of Roswell and
intendent. Dr. H. M. Smith, be
yesterday from thwir home in Wagon
Dr. Z. T. Martin of Arkansas, who reremoved
is
and
he
hereby,
Mound. Young Weist will attend
sided In .Roswell several years ago.
from the position of physician
school at ihe Normal University this
inIndications are that the board will,
of
the
and
superintendent
winter.
consider
all these applications at conto
removal
said
sane
asylum,
; Mr,
and Mrs. Charles B. Barker, and
siderable
length juaging from the
the
take
effect
upon
"
adoption
family, who have been visiting Mr.
amount of correspondence reresolution.
large
of
this
Barker's father, S. L. Barker of Beu- ceived in the form of recommendaIDEAL clothes are all
IDEAL clothes are cut
Lieutenant Governor E. C.
lah, left this afternoon "tor their home
tions and petitions.
of the
de
Baca,
president
in Santa Fe.
" man tailoreo. Every
board, then presented a resoon correct lines of the
i Dr. Frank H., H. Roberts, president
lution designating Dr. W. P.
of the New Mexico Normal University,
HOME
ENDORSEMENT
Mills as the successor- of Dr.
will leave tomorrow afternoon for San
Hundreds of East Las Vegas Citizens
garment is sewed with
prevailing tashiona. Ao
Smith. This wao passed.
ta Fe to attend a meeting of the state
Can Tell You All About It
also
selected
trustees
The
board of education.
Home endorsement, the public exsilk They are made to
model is accepted un
Pedro A. Delgado, now of RatJ. Frank Curns, cashier of the Wagof East Las Vegas people,
pression
in
steward
assistant
on, as
on Mound Trust and Savings bank,
should be evidence beyond dispute
place of Harry Arnold, resignfit and to stay fit. The
less it conforms to the
was in Las
for
Vegas today en route
every East Las Vegas reader.
lived
Mr.
ed.
Delgado formerly
from Mora to his home. Mr. Curns
of
and
friends
the
Surely
experience
in Santa Fe. For the past four
ihad been on a fishing trip on the
', most
neighbors, cheerfully given by them,
latest Fall weaves and
rigid standards of
or five years, however, he' has
Mora Pecos.
will carry ' more weight than the ufc
been living in 'Conejos counMiss Ruth Lenhard and her father,
terancea of strangers residing In farty, Colorado, recently remove
leading fashion
designs are sampled in
Mr. Lenhard of Evansville, Ind., Miss
"
away places. Read the following:
ing to Raton:
O. L. Gregory, .214 Grand Ave., East
Florence Baker and Miss Hazel Lane
centers.
When yo u
or McLanesboro,
111.; came
in this
Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Doan's
pur new Fashion poiU
morning from ti Porvenir for a sev
Kidney Pills, procured at the Center
eral days' 'visit.
consider that we have
Block Pharmacy,, have been used In
folio over three hun-dre- d
,
Instead of complying with the reF. L. Myers, Santa Fe division suresults.
with
my
family
satisfactory
quest of the board of trustees of the I. can
perintendent, , ..returned last evening. New Mexico
cheerfully r recommend this prev assembled
of them, , Few
Hospital for the Insane
seventyosix
on train No. 9 from a short business-trias one that lives up to repparation
tendered
be
Sephis
that
resignation
over the northern part of the ditember 3, Dr. H. ul. Smith, superin- resentations."
such styles you can
' For sale by all dealers.
custom tailors can offer
vision, Mr. Myers left this afternoon
Price 50
tendent of the institution, yesterday
' Foster-MIlbur- n
;
on train No. 1 for Lamy. .
icenta.
Co.,
Buffajo,
afternoon Informed the board that
I Lawrence
New York, sole, agents for the United
McKeever, who has been
such a variety of dereadily understand why
his contract had not yet expired and
'
States.
spending the summer in Las Vegas that he was
to
the
fulfill
it
to
ready
with If T. Herring and L. R. Faville
Remember the name Doan's and
there is an IDEAL gar-mebest of his ability. Dr. Smith presirable fabrics or
of the H.' & F. Automobile and Garr
statement in a brief let- take no other.
his
sented
on
afternoon
age conjpany, left this
ter worded in dignified language. He
our prices.
train No. 10 for his home in Washjust suited to you,
'
was present also to answer any ques1.1
Sanchez
Bias
'Senator
State
ington, 1). C.
tions that might be asked.
LADIES' SUITS, SKIRTS AND
'
F. G. Pettibone, second vice presi-edn- t
came in this morning from his home
Dr. Smith gave as bis reason for
COATS TO MEASURE
wife
of
S.
and general manager of the Gulf,
in Mora, Mrs. P.
Ortega,
the' position adopted by him,
was murdered in Wagon
Colorado and Santa Fe railroad com- taking,
who
man
the
in regard to the request for his
Mound a short time ago, accompany, and a party will pass through
THE PRICES ARE REASONABLE FIT AK0 SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
that he had given up a lucLas Vegas tonight in business, car No.
Mr. Sanchez to Las Vegas and
panied
in
order
Las
in
Vegas
rative practice
12 on train No. 2 en route from Los
a hospital here. Mrs.
to assume charge of the institution has entered
Angeles to Newton, Kan.
is
suffering from a nervous
SUITS, CHESSES MADE FROM YCUE OWN CLOTH
upon the assurance of the' board of Ortega
the
shock
result
of
the
; A. D. Kingery, son of J. R.
breakdown,
trustees which retired some time
formerly of this city, was a vis ago that his term of office should be of her husband's sudden death.
itor in Las Vegas yesterday and to- sufficiently long as to guard' hlnr
day, stopping off en route from" his against financial loss. It was only on
home in El Paso to Kansas City and this promise, later made into the
Everybody reads Ta Optio.
points iti the middle weBt. He will
visit Bis brother, Fred Kingery, Jn
IllhM'Oiiiii
Kansas City. '
Will lord, son of Dr. F. R. Lord,
will leave Saturday afternoon for
and Return Fo?
)
HAKERS OF THE CLOTHES WE SELL
Roswell, where he will attend "the
New Mexico Military Institute during
Stores In AH Principal Sities
the year.' Young Lord spent the sum
'.,.jt- I!
'
- ' ,
608 Douglas Avenue
East Las Vegas, N. 11.
mer visiting friends and relatives in
Veto
Las
New York state, returning
1
CONVENTION
STATE
DEMOCRATIC
gas a week; ago.
A. M. Merrifield of Trinidad jjassed
through 'Las Vegas toaay en. route
;
Mr.
from Albuquerque to. Colorado.
Miss Pearl Dougherty left this afOverof
the
who
is
agent
Merrifield,.
ternoon for Los Angeles, Calif., where
land Automobile company, is, making
she will, Join her mother., and two
the trip" in one of the 1913 models of
':. Jefferson Raynolds President
in a yisit with friends and
bnothers.
W. Q. Means, proE. D. Raynotds Vice President
the Overland 30,'s.
Haltett Raynoias Cashier
'
relatives. '
,;,,,
B. Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stiphen
prietor of tne Savoy hotel in the
..
,.,.
Puke City,;', accompanied Mr,-- . ;Merri-fielto" Las Vegas.
Mis's Grace White, bookkeeper of
'
; Tom
Tnideiv, eor;of Mr.; and Mrs.
The Optic, Publishing company, left
Vincent Truder of "this city, who was
this morning for Harvey-- ranch for
graduated from the Las Vegas High
a
short vacation.
CONVENTION
school last June, will attend the Unifori
,
versity of "Notre Dame this term. Mr.
Truder has been spending the sumRunning up and down stairs, sweepmer visiting friends and relatives In
and bending over making beds
ing
South
for
will
leave
New Jersey and
irm not mnlid a. woman healthv or
beautiful. She must get out of doors
Bend, Ind., next wees to be on kand
OF ' LAS VEGAS, N. "M.
walk a mile or two every day and
at the opening of school.
take Chamberlain's . Tablets to
Sam Greenberber, son of Mr. an!
ber diceBtion and regulate her
to.
will
leave
Mrs.' M. Greenberger,
j; bowels, For sale by all dealers.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000
morrow afternoon for Ann AXDor,
the
will
attend
he
Michigan, where
ji
Our Depositors Keceive Every Courtesy and
University of Michigan this coming
Few, If any, medicines, liave met
will
with the uniform suceess that has atWithin the Scope of Good Banking.
year. Miss .Carrie Greenberger Chitended the use of Chamberlain's Coaccompany her brother as far as
I! lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
cago, continuing on to Cleveland, O.,
The remarkable cures of coilc and
SGT,
D.
with
winter
the
will
Bpend
fthe
where
Interest Paid on Tim Deposits
diarrhoea which It has effected in alShe
Alexander.
G.
Mrs.
most every neighborhood have given
It a wide reputation. For sale by all
will attend school In Cleveland this
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St. Louis .
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League.
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Des Moines . . . . .69
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Topeka

.

..'.47

.
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TODAY'S

BASEBALL

v

Western League
Lincoln, Neb.,, Sept. 4: This morning's game between St, Joseph and
Lincoln was called In the twelfth in0.
ning with the score tied, 0 to
'.
R.H.E.
'

.

0
0

(Mii'

5

3

9 2
Lincoln . .... . i
and
Gossett;
Batteries Jackson
Dessau and Stratton, .Carney.
s

National League
Philadelphia, Sept. 4. First game.

R.H.E.
2

Philadelphia.

........ ....
Batteries Moore and Killifer;
and Wilson.

New York r

....--

8

10

0
3
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SUFFERED TORMENT

mm

Also
For Many Years. On Thigh
on Scalp. . Awful Itching Skin.
Could Not Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Completely Cured,'
Lebanon, O. "tAy eczema, started on
my thigh with a small plropla. Jt also came ,
"ion my scalp. It began to itch and I began
to scratch, For eignteen
s
or twenty years I could not
tall what I passed through
?4lth that awful Jtchlng.'
I would scratch until the
'
; blood would feoalt through
" 91V
A.
my underwear, and I couldthe
n't talk to my friends ondig-irlBtroet but 1 would be
and Dunchlng that
spot, until I was very much ashamed. The
after
Itching was so intense I could not sleep
once in bed mid warm. I certainly suffored
torment with that eczema for many years.
" I chased after everything I ever heard of;
on to no avail.- - I saw the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sent for
I
a- sample.
Imagine my delight when
awful itching
applied the first dose to that
fire on my leg and scalp, to less than a
minute the itching on both places ceased.
I got some more Cuticura Soap and Ointment. After the second day I never bad
another itching sped, and Cuticura Soap
was
: and
Ointment completely cured me. I
troubled with awful dandruff all over my
cured that
scalp. The Cuticura Soap has
1012.
trouble." (Signed) I B. Fink, Jan. 22,
are
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment
or
sold throughout the world. Wberal sample
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-dress post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.
Tendor-face- d
men should use Cuticura
i
floap Shaving Stick, 25c 8sHBPle
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September 9, i9i2.

i

Tickets on sale Sept, 6 to 9th inc.

"

d

jj

Final return limit Sept, 14th 1912.

s

s

REPUBLICAN STATE

s

:

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

.

September 12th,

1912.

Tickets on sale Sept, 9th to 12th inc.

Final return limit Sept, 16th, 1912.
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FLL'ST, Prep
Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, JN. M.

rursmi
'
John Falton left the trust company's building with quick, springing
steps. He had much to think of In
r
his
walk to the station Of
bis suburban train.. If his story In a
current magazine bad been a surprise
to his friends, it had been. In a way,
none the less one to himself.. It was
not remarkable that the story Bhould
be one of finance; his position with
the trust company gave him a knowledge of the theme and an acquaintance of many men.
A man back of him touched his
half-hou-

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIBHL, Propietor

Ave
Phone Main 447

"416

Fame in

Grand

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles (or Hire

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 6IQN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
West Side Plaza . . . . Old Town

shoulder.
,
' "How are
you, Falton T"
' John swung around and caught the
man's hand.
"You, Seabury? Well, this is good.
I didn't know that you were at home."
"I've Just come In. Ah does this
In here mean you, Falton?" He tapped
significantly a magazine under his
arm.
John, nodded with a little embarrassment. "What do you think of It,

r

j

H
l

SIGtrPAItlTltW

mind?"
"It was a creation, pure and simple," bristled John. "You could hardly expect me to write of finance as I
would of engineering, a thing I know

Private Baths and Lavatories

SLIGHT MISTAKE

'
nothing about?"
Stea.a Heat Private Telephones
"0, no, of course not You hav
Rates $2.50 per day and up
quite a gift no doubt no doubt ol
It Falton,"
AMERICAN PLAN
"Excuse me," said John, 'Til misi
train."
my
or
Month
Rates
Week
by
Special
'

As the

THE LATEST STYLE
IN MOUNTS

'

A specialty of life like expressions. Pretty poses, correct
tones and harmony.
MAIN a 14

TELEPHONE
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Phone Main 227
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has us
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and says she always recom
mends it to her friends. "It never
fails to cure our coughs and colds and
rrmiTi.

We have

rMl.

f1v

dren and always give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
and they are all soon well. We would
not he without It In our house." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Running up and down stairs, sweep
ing and bending over making beds
will not make a woman healthy or
beautiful. She must get out of doors
walk a mile or tw6 every day and
take Chamberlain's Tablets to lm
prove her digestion and regulate her
fcowels. For sale by all dealers.
Few, if any, medicines, have met
with the uniform success that has attended the1 use of Chamberlain's Co- lio, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,.
The remarkable cures of colic and
diarrhoea which it has effected in almost every neighborhood have given
It a wide reputation. For sale by all
v
dealers.
..

North
Las Vegas Central

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
14.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

4
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:
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"I felt as though, I must see you,"
began Wilson, "and I didn't wish to
Restaurant Proprietor We make
go to your office. I wanted to see you our own
Ice cream.
Consequently w
here and tell you what you've done
know Just what It contains..
for me."
The Patron You do, but I don't
Falton looked at. him inquiringly. "1
done?"
what have I
INNOCENT
"Your story you know. I read it
last night and I didn't attempt to go
to bed. I Just thought of things all
v
'
night."
Then
John.
"My story!" gasped
he added in rebellion: "Patience, man,
but you're a lawyer."
"Yes I know that I am a lawyer,
but what difference does it make what
a man is doing, if he's on the crooked.
Of course, I know you didn't have me
In mind probably had no one In
mind, but something in that story was
like a mirror to me. I've never realized what I was coming to before.
'

You've stopped me Just In time.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

".J

ADVER-

...2
...2
2
2
2
. 2
2

San Patricio

..2

MIshawaka

2
2
3
2

McKInley
San Juan
Casa Colorada
Sabinoso
San Jose

...v...............

Los Alamos
San Pablo
Chavez
East Las Vegas
Canon-dManuelltas

Now,

I've only time to shake your hand, if
you will let me, and catch the train
to the city."
Falton laughed lightly, but h
squared his shoulders. "You're putting it too strong, Wilson," he said,
as he hifld out bis hand. "Your debt
to me, if there was one, is paid. II
you really mean that I've made clear
Mr. Nearsight Waiter, 1b there any
to you truths vague before, why,
on this bill of fare?
soup
acour
balanced
more
than
you've
Waiter I guess not, sah.' I ain't
count. You've given me faith In myspilled none around this hyah table.
.
self."

..........

.

..i... ......

...............

NOTICE.
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ATTOKNEYS

M Uaaoale Ten-pHUNKER A HUNKER
t ?:lt 9. m. M. E.
Chester A. Hu&kqt
WU&tm. H. P.; T. O. Geo. H. Hunker
at Law.
Attorneys
Blood, Secretary.
New Msi
Lab vjm.

r

MAIN

P. O. ELKS
Ments. second, aid
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invlied. P.,
D. McElroy, Exalted Jtuler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

MAtONl 'Rawlar

I:.

OPTICS NUMBER,

'

5

ROYAL
eonvoca-Masd&y in each

LAS VEQAS CHAPTER No.

L

l

Sseretary. rbone Mala
Graad avanaa.

FOE THE CHILDREf
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

.

RELIABLE

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY

ta TAR

csoou:;d

,

Schaefer
'

,

-

as governess, 3 years
teacher in east. 23. years and well. FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO.
Splendid references
Also stenog102 Meets every
Monday night at
rapher. Edna Walborn, Van West,
O. K.
EalL on Kouslas avenue, at
O.
8 o'eloek.
VUtttaf aaembara are
cordially weleene.
B. Gehrlng,
WANTED Young native
girl for president; J. T. Builer. aecretary;
light housework. Must speak EngC. H. Bally; treaserar.

mil

a

lish.

Apply 414 Columbia.

mm

EAST ROUND

I....

No.
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

a

For Sato

fof 'fttsnt'-

-

3 nice rooms
upstairs,
or unfurnished, adboe
house close to schools. Phone Pur-

ple .5482.

.

-

-

FOR RENT

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrio lights,
hatha, etc. Excellent location, 918
Eighth street.

FOR RENT Front bed room, electric
light and bs h 922 Doueln.
FOR RENT
.

Two rooms

uuuseaeeping.

j5

for light
second street.

WHL rent my six room furnished
stone house by September 1: No
tuberculosis. Apply 1013 Eleventh

'

Street

.

;10
11:05
1:15
1:45

m......

p.

p m

:16 p
11:10
1:25 a.

a.

m.....

p.

m...i.. 1:10

WEST

p ar

.

BOUND

a

l......l:20

p. m.........l:4E p.
6:10 a. m.......6:15 p w
4:50 p. 4:40 p. m.
..6:35 p. m.......7:00 p. m

No.
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

U. A. Smith, Brldgeton, Ind., had
kidnev trouble for years, and was so
crippled, with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills,, and says:
"I began to get beter at once,' and
now all my trouble has left me and
I do not feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, of a man of 35 years. I would like
I. O. of B. B. Meet
every flret to be the means of others getting benPills." Refuse
of
the
month in the vestry efit from Foley Kidney
Tuesday
G. Schaefer and Red
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I substitutes. O.
Cross Drug Co.
o'clock p. m. Vlaitlnx brothers art
invited
cordially
Isaac Appal
An article that has real merit should
President; Chariee Oreenclay, See In time become "popular. That such is
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
retary.
Remedy has been attested by many
dealers. Here is one of them. H- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC W. Hendrickson,
Ohio Falls, Ind.,
.NO. 804. Meets second and
writes, "Chamberlain's Cough RemThursday In O. R. C. hall. Flonea edy Is the best for coughs, colds and
building. Visiting member are ce? croup, and Is my best seller.". For
sale by all dealers.
dlally in vied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K.. Richard Devine, T. B.
T. L, Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recentO. O.'F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO ly cured of a had kidney'and bladder
trouble.
He says himself: "1 have
1. Meets every
Monday evening a: suffered with my kidneys.
My back
their hal on Sixth street' All visit ached and I was annoyed with bladI can truthfully
ing brethren cordially Invited to at der irregularities.
tend, J . D. Fridanstino, N. G.; say ,one 50c bottle of Foly Kidney
'

.

few

Pills cured me entirely." They conFrank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood tain
no habit forming drugs. O. G.
Secretary; Karl Wefts, Treasurer; Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
C. V. Hedgcock, 'cemetery trustee.
The implicit .confidence that many
F. O. E. 'Meets first and third TueV people have In Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
day evenings each month, at Wood founded on their experience
in the
man halL Visiting Brothers 001 use. of that remery and their knowGrand , dlally invited to attend. A. M ledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic,, diarrhoea and dysentery that
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
it has effected. For sale by all dea'-erretary.
,

FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. ,921 Lincoln avenue.

FOR room and board apply 710
avenue.

s.

WE TEACH you a trade in a few
months' time; no' (expense but your
work.
Electricity,
automobiles,
100 satisplumbing, .foicklaying.
fied workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
Catalogue, free.
United
Trade
School Contracting Co., Los An-

geles.

Lest

--

LOST Gold fraternity pin, diamond
shaped. Greek letters. Return to
920 Gallinas.
.

lb, Eh
lb.

lost Annually by Wage
Earners
Dr. Sadler estimates
that about
$80,000,000.00 in wages is lost annualto
the
American
ly
peple as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
and
wages
doctoring Is expeuslve.
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
hoal and sooth the sore and Inflamed
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red
"

Cross Drug Co.

Ko per
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Me per

1S l...
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Harvesters, Storers' and Distributors of Natural Ice the Puritv
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Ve-rFameus-Off- ice
701 Doug-laAvenue. '
as

ANT Ads'..
Are Best
fflarlcet Finders

business transactions and financially
ame to carry out any obligations made
'
by his firm.

$80,000,000.00

Wper IStlfci

GO A P U R A C 0 II P A'NY

HOW'S THIS
We offer Ona Hundred Dollnra Re
ward, for any case of Catarrh, that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,' O.
We, the undersiemed. have lrnnwn
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believfl him nerfer-.tlhnnnrnhlA In nil

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh dim la taltAn fntnr- nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Pdice 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all druglsts.
Take Hall'B Family Pills for consti'
pation.

RETAIL PRICES

Ibm. or Mora, Each Delivery
lbs. to ,C- DeHMry
i8S Iks. te 1,09 fee, Eaot, Delivery
M lbs. te 2M
Eaoh DeStvwy
L
Than 5 lbs. Each Delivery

Mf
1,ffl

A

,

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in thai
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
Red Cross Drug Co.

120

111,

POSITION

.

Notice is hereby gven that the official paper of tne New Mexico Cat
tle Sanitary Board will on September 1, 1912, be changed from the Las
Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to
the Roswell News, of Roawell, New
Mexico. After the above date all notices of estrays will be published in
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W, J. LINWOOD, Secretary,

G.

sami Ts

J

2
FOR RENT
2
furnished
2

SBCUNDINO. ROMERO,
v
Chairman.
,
F. O., BLOOD, Secretary.

O.

y

corder.

2

'

NO OPIATES

month. Visiting broth- era cordially invited.
N. O. Herman, VT. M.; - B. Marray.

Five cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words, to a line. LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy let
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
apace than two
line 'All advertla mentt
ooaclAva
charged
will be booked at soace aetnaiiv
In each movilt at Mar
without regard to number of words.
socio Temple at 1: 20 p. m. C. D.
bash in advance preferred.
Boucher, B. C; Cfcaa. Tamme, Re

1

OF

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet In the forest of brother
4
love at Woodmen of the Worti
2
hail on the second and fourth Tt
FOR SALE CHEAP Two
2
pieces of
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
property, corner Third and Colum-- ,
2
Consul; G. Laemml6, Clerk. Vlaj
bia. Call at 902 Third street.
2
lng neighbors are especially
2
come and cordially invited.
.11

Puerteclto
El Pueblo

QUICK - SAFE

,(

KMGHTS

NO.
PYTHIAS Mod's
very Monday er
nlog In Cuiutle II.U
Visiting Knirtts u
Invli
cordially
E.
Cons.
Liebac.
nlor, Cha n e e u
Commander.
Hrr
Martin, Keeper
Kwiorda and Seal.
LODGE

DORADO

EL

A. F.

M.

Secretary.

....................

.

,

t,

Regular com- munlcation first and
third Tb,ttndy la wit
A.

;

...............

Los Viglles
San Isidore
Las Gallinas
Penasco Blanco

LODCE NO

f

COLUMN

.

Wilson.

THS BEST G00D3 OETAI NAI'.LE ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

FOR

CAFI

I'll A NT AHB

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR, DINNERS

.

ANT
RATES

A

RANSFORO CH AFTER NO. t, O. E.
intt Mtd tMrd IVidaya In
Maaesi Ttajpta. Mm. T. & Eowta,
., 2
2
Worthy SSatroa; Jsmm O. fintiedge
....2 ROOM for rent. Mrs. Van Petten, Worthy rafcrom; mm. Corg Tripp, Arrivt
806 Seventh street
2

San Antonio
Las Vegas Arriba
Pecos .;
Ohaperlto
San Geronlmo
Sapello
Rowe
Rociada
Sapello
Las Manuelltas
Union

La Liendre
Pena Blanca

LOBBY BEST

IE

THE OPTIC

J5t

"You "bet our ice is cooling! More
than that, It's pure and wholesome.
Every piece of our ice Is clear and
healthful and our prices are so reas
onable that you are doing yourseir an
Injustice by not ordering your Ice to
day from
THE. CRYSTAL ICE CO.

YWAvnnfn

4. Tecoiote
6. Las Vegas

But his fame still pursued.
n
2
train pulled out a
2
settled himself beside John.
El Cerrito
S
"Well, Falton, you've been roasting
Los Torres
.,
'em, eh? I suppose you've known oi
2
Tecolotito
more than one deal of that sort?"
2
Bernal
' "None at all," snapped John.
2
Canon
Largo
"O, I thought you'd taken it from
2
Romeroville
something that you'd got on to."
2
Los Fuertea
It's a story, fiction, every word."
;
2
Forty minutes later John closed thi
OJitos Frios
door of his home Svlth a sigh of re2
Cherryvale
lief. "Mother," he called, and sh
2
Emplazado
came hurrying to him.
Hot" Springs
2
"0, John, I've so much to tell you
4
Trementina
this
Elswood
came
here
Mrs.
First,
Guest (in cheap restaurant) Here,
2
Zarca
morning. She was so surprised, John
Agua
Is
dirty.
waiter, this napkin
" But she thinks the story
2
Guadalupe ,
Walter Beg pardon, sir. It merely
"Mother," he interrupted, "let ui
2
San
Ignaclo
sir.folded
the
'wrong
way,
got
have dinner and not the story. Do
- 2
Las Colonlas
you know, honey, I'm a bit tired of it."
2
Encinosa
didn't Help him
"O, I suppose you've heard nothProxies
will
fl
he
only
recognized
all
ing else
day, poor boy. Well,
when held by residents of the same
you will be so clever, you must tak
But come, I'll say
the consequence.
precinct from which the delegates are
not another word about it until you
chosen. Primaries In the various preare rested. Maggie has the loveliest
cincts shall be held as soon as possurprise for dessert."
sible
but not later than the 9th day of
finished
the
John had Just
surprise
September in precincts other than
when the doorbell rang. Maggie showNos. 3, 5, 6 and 29.
ed the man Into the little room whers
John sometimes smoked and wrote,
Secretaries of the various primar
and John held Stanton Wilson's card.
ies are requested to notify the presiIn his hand when he entered the room.
dent of the County Central CommitHe had known Wilson at college.
tee of the date of their primaries and
Their paths bad crossed more than
the names of the delegates chosen
once since, hut the men had never
been friends.
immediately after the holding of the
"You are surprised," Wilson said,
Election of the precinct
meeting.
coming forward, "and I beg your parCentral Committee will not be neces
don for the intrusion."
sary at these primaries except to fill
"Not at all, not at all," said John.
'
a vacancy.
His offer of a chair' seemed to escape
fellow-townsma-

Shumate's Studio

COUNTY

to-wl-t:

14

NEWLY EE5IODELED

4, 1912.'

d

H. 0. YOUNG

PLAZA HOTEL

REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION

Republican Headquarters of the Coun
ty of San Miguel.
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 19, 1912,
A convention of tha republicans of
the county of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, Is hereby called to be
held on the 11th day of September,
1912, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon of
said day, at the county court house
In Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
purpose of choosing 30 delegates to
the State republican convention which
will be held In the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
J
September, A. D., 1912, for the purpose of nominating a representative to
the Sixty-thircongress of the United
States and three presidential electors
to be voted for at the general elec-lo- n
which will be held on Tuesday,
November 5th, 1912, and for the purof transacting such other busiHe It's strange you members
a pose
the Vassar alumnae don't hold clas ness as may properly come before
said convention.
reunions.
She Not at all. You may as well
The various precincts of the Counask a woman her age as to ask her to ty of San Miguel are entitled to the
acknowledge what year she graduated following number of
delegates from
In.
their respective precincts,,
Precinct No.
Delegates
INSPIRING
1. San Miguel
2
v....
2. La Cuesta
4
3. Las Vegas South
4

Seabury t"
"Great, as a story. But er a bU
too much from life, Falton. Looks as
though you'd taken It from er that
cotton deal."
Your
"That's nonsense, Beabury.
cotton deal was wholly legitimate,
wasVt It? And I did not know enough
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
about
it to write It up. The story is
Lock and Uunsmith
Bicycle and action."
Get-eraJohn entered the station with an InRepairiag
l
irritation coursing through
S20-6t- h
E. Las Vegas describable
Street
his veins. "I didn't know that Seabury could be so foolish," he muttered.
His train did not go out for five
&
Automobile, Carriage
minutes, so he made no attempt to
pass the man who stepped out of ths
crowd to speak to him.
"Hello, Falton, so you've been scribN. 0. HERMAN
bling I see."
"A'little," John admitted. He tried
to forget Seabury and to act naturalGrand ve
429
"How perfectly the girl graduates
ly. "Have you read it?"
'
"O, yes; very, good, yery good, In- keep step!"
"Yes; the orchestra Is playing ths
deed, but Just er Just er . You
didn't have any particular person In wedding music-fro'Lohengrin.' "
,

FOR

FOR IT

SEPTEMBER

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom-am- onr
al
of those who MIGHT BUY the
particular thin is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST
to so
one who reads the ads. in this
newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unleis it were advertised
here.
Others.who read and answer ads. in this newspaper!
t
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
auto mob les
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
--

As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers of a
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LOCAL NEWS
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See Van Pettea for Insurance.
dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
Opera Bar.

Try

at th

KkcLarens Imperial Cheese, Zeppelin

Waitress wanted ..at

.JL,

i

m

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church win meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
Oscar Llmberg at her home, 909 Gal
linas avenue.

-

kj L - LI CL..

THE CASH GROCEI-

I

Cido Sandoval was arrested last
night by Officer Terry MeOovern on
the charge of drunkenness. . He was
given & hearing this morning before
Judge B. R. Murray and was sentenced t 10 days in the ctiy cooler.

)

A

i

Made from Pure HOME GROWN

and HOF1E GROUND BUCK

n.

V

n. si
GROCER

Barnes has materially strengthened

A, IL SINGER.

his quintette and expects to avenge

Here from Albuquerque for four days; Treatment absolutely painless and antiseptic. Call me up and I ml make an appointment.
Hotel La Pension
Phone Main 384
CALLOUSES
S
INGROWING
TOE-NAIL-

coa l A.a o."y: 0.0.0

Ladies Lingerie

Laundered
1.,.

NUT

and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
k1

Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.,

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

For The Rest ofiCho Week

D!3

.

STILL

V.'o

I

Lasv"easa Steam:
Laundry

;

lb

Fcr

SESSION

The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas land grant spent the greater
part of today hammering away at the
foundation for some sort of a plan
for hastening the completion of the
irrigation project upon , 'the grant.
Late in the afternoon they had not
made any great ameunt of headway.
The board has before it the proposl
tion of Messrs. Thorpe and Moore
for tine completion of the big dam. It
has also the proposition of D. A. Can
field, president of the Camfield De
velopment company, who wishes ,to(
compromise with the board and be
released from his bond. The greater
part of the discussion today was upon
tb Moore and Thorpe proposition, as
Mr. Camfield asked that It be disposed of before his compromise plan
is discussed.
The board expects to
reach some kind of a conclusion in
the immediate future. There la a ru
mor that the trustees may undertake
the. completion of the works, not re
sorting to any more contracts.
;

1

Waitress wanted
Kitchen.

at

the

White

The Barmony club will Kieet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. G. L. Swearingen at 'her
home, 916 National avenue.
The Missionary Society of the Methodist church will meet tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs. Rufus Mead at
her home, 725 Fourth street.
i

District Attorney and Mrs. Charles
W. G. Ward have taken possession of
their new residence on tlie 'corner of
Eighth street and Friedman avenue.
The first of five special trains Carrying members of the Grand Army
of the Republic to the annual encampment in Los Angeies will pass
through Las Vegas tonight and others Will follow tomorrow and .Friday
afternoon. The first .train, the Penn
sylvania special, is scheduled to pass
through the city t 11. O'clock. A
special from Ohio
go through
here tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30
o'clock and the Colorado special Will
pass through at (t Woloek tomorrow
afternoon. The iBdisha and Kansas
special will pass through the Meadow
City Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
and a train carrying members of the
G. A. R. from Missouri, :Kansas and
Oklahoma will pass through here at
6
o'clock Friday evening. These
trains are made up of from six to
nine cars. Only short stops will be
made here.
,

past defeats tonight. Elks and their
families are cordially invited to witness the tournament.
Interest in
Miss Sadie O'Byrne, daughter of Mr.
bowling among the Elk- is keen and and Mrs.
James O'Byrne will leave
a large crowd is expected.
tonight on an extended trip to Kansas
Cty, Chicago and New York.
E. J. O'Byrne and Sidney Muelleu
of New York City, who stopped In
"
Do Mt's Right."
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon for a
short visit with friends, left this af
ternoon for San Francieeo.'

CHIROPODIST

EVERYBODY

recent issue 01 the American
Magazine undsr tne name of Thomas
J. 'Cravens. Mr. Cravens was prtecj
pal of the grades at the Castle school
a year ago, and is well
building
known in this city.

A bowling tournament In which 'the
Kelly quintette and the Barnes aggregation will participate, will be
held tonight at 8 o'clock on the alleyB
in the club house of Las yegas Lodge
These two
Not 408 B. P. O. Elkks.
crack teams have clashed on two occasions, the Kelly team coming off
victors in each match. However,

BUNIONS

CORNS

ill

in

During the month of August fifteen
persons, charged with minor offenses,
were arraigned before JuBtice of the
Peace D. R,' Murray. Of this number
nine were charged with drunkenness,
four with vagrancy, one with driving
on the wrong side of the Btreet, and
one with disturbing the peace. .The
majority of these offenders were given sentences ranging from five to
fifteen days In the city cooler, and,
as a result, the chain gang baB been
large and good work on the street
has been accomplished at little expense. In August, 1911, there were
ten offenders against the city laws.

WHEAT flour

r

appears

The illustrations of "The Alphabet
of My Sweethearts," which appeared
in a recent issue of Life, aie from the
pen of Clarence Batchelor, son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. L. Batcheloi: .of this city.
Young Batchelor is at the present
time in New York City studying cartooning. iHis work now appears frequently in Life and other leading periodicals of the' country.

CAKES

1.

on "Sunset"

poem

tire,

L-

Start these cool mornings with
a Breakfast of BUCK WHEAT

WW

.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
the wood. Direct 'from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of court

7a

ULj

Whitu

In

Swiss and Wisconsin Full Cream
M-

the

Kitchen.

Domestic

Limhurger, .Fancy

Brand,

.

,

ii ii

MUST BUY STOCK NOW.
I
have decided to toll 1,000
Minshares of etock of the Romero
ing Company at 90 cents per share.
CGLCKG
This will be the last that will be gold,
as this sale will provide the money
needed to patent some of the claims
IS TRYING TO PERFECT PLAN OF
and complete the tunnel, which has
FINISHING CAMFIELD PROonly 75 feet yet to be dug, to reach
JECT SOON,
the shaft, 500 feot of the work now

QUIT

being complete.
I have discovered a secret procews
of concentrating the molybdohite
which glv,es me 73.45 per cent making
the ore run $2,203.5(5 per ton. This
assay was made for lr. J, M. Cun
ningham, by Victor Blanc, the well
known essayist' of Denver. The process employed by me makes it possible to make the molybnite heavier
than the copper with .which It is

THE MOTHER
R

Fancy Table Pears 4 Iks. (or.

uoyo

Kvsjag
Has Arrived,
are now prepared for, and

We

We desire to have the home people
take advantage of this last sale, but
the opportunity will only bo offered
for a short, time, so attend to It as
soon as possible". See Dr. Cunningham
'
'
or M. Romero.-

:

soliucit your Patronage in this line.

your boy out, in the very BEST merchandise
made, fromhead to f out. '
E'Waisls, Eniikei hoiker'pants and suits,
Shoes, Hose, K
Underwear, Hats andXaps.
We can fit

,

.

v

M. ROMERO,
Co,

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

Ca.ll

For the purpose of selecting dele
gates to the state democratic conven
tion, which convenes in Albuquerque
on September 9, the democrats of San
Migul county will hold a convention
Saturday, September 7. This gather
ing will be held either, In the court
hoose, or in the armory,- depending
upon whether the repairs now in progress at the former place are com
plete by that date. Precinct primar
ies for the purpose of selecting dele
gates to this convention, will be held
tomorrow and Friday nights. The
democrats of Precinct 29, East Las
Vegas, will meet tomorrow night.
The state convention will nominate
a representative for the Sixty-thirsession of congress and three presi
dential electors to bo voted bn in the
general election on November 5. '

Peaches for Canning $1.C!) per Box
Plums for Canning
50 cents per Casket
.

Concord Grapes

cents per Casket
53 cents per Casket

White Native Crapes-

-

See Us

LABOR DAY
for Women

d

The Famous

FOR PRIMARY.

Notice is hereby given that a pri
mary of the republican voters of
Precinct No. 29 of the county of San
Miguel will be held in the city hall
of the city of Las Vegas, at 8 o'clock
In the evening of Monday, the 9th
day of September, 1912, for the purpose of choosing eleven (11) dele
gates from said precinct to the re
publican county convention of San
Miguel county which has been called
to meet September 11, 1912, to choose
delegates from said county to the republican .state convention at Albu
querque. Said primary Is also called
for the purpose of transacting anjy
other business that may be jioper to
come before It. All republican voters
of said precinct are urged to be pres-

IIOOSIER
-

ML;

k

KITCHEN
CABINET'
'

"GheTamousffoosier
,

.

ner emancipator

iSmteWiuscpf

y

Look into our show window and see this wonderful device,
and then come into the store and have us send you a Fioosier
today on our easy payment plan.
s :
savings in a year,

It will pay for itself in its

J. C. Jo!inSen3& Son Eiye Local

ent.,

Agents

.JT. S. DUNCAN, Chairman.
RATES

SPECIAL

AT HARVEY'S

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros. office 614 Lincoln

WANTED
office.

tors of the estate of the late Francisco S. Ortega. All persona haying
claims against the estate will pre
sent them to the above named admin
istrators. In all matters pertaining
to the estaate call on or address Bias

r,

Prospective Automobile
Purchasers

avenue.

Clean cotton rags. Optic

FRESH EVERY

in a few weeks can see the new "1913" Cadillac
Demonstrator.-

..

-

The "1913 Cadillac" is a wonderful car embodying all modern refinements and equipped with
even a more silent and powerful engine than the

DAY

1912 model.

It will pay you to examine the merits of the "1913
'
Cadillac."

Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
BLAS SANCHEZ,
, MAXIM1A.NA
S. ORTEGA,

BAKERY GOODS

Administrators.

Tb

Best in

DEMOCRATS, ATTENTION.

Primary in Precinct No. 29 will be
held in the city hall on September
5 at 8 o'clocwp. m.; for the purpose
(A selecting 40 delegates to the democratic county convention to be held
in the Armory on September 7. By
order of

le

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
LOCAL AGENTS

Cily

$I,0i
CiVioc

FlLY

617 DougIa$ Arc

Ilfllinhlllltfi1

Wed. Cakes
We

si fi

:;
VC-J.1C-

t..,,

4

Read The Optra

wish to call your attention to the very
nice line of Fern Dishes we. are handling.
Also to the neat little ferns and blooming
plants we have for filling them.

ECUIFFEB AT

Pliiu PoYnQ

DEMOCRATIC PRECINCT COM,

.

CO

and

The End of

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice Is hereby given that Bias WANTED Rags for cleaning purposes. Plaza hotel.
Sanchez and Mrs. Maximiana S. Ortega have been appointed administra-
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mixed, or to make the copper heavier
than the molybnite, thus making the
very comprocess of concentration,
plete and at the same time inexpen-4ve.-

President Romero Mining

Consideration

fp p f

and;
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Telephone

or call and we

show you.

'

'

.

'

HOOF
will

.
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have our deEEonr::' ;r

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD COMPANY
Tfce

Vm M
of

Best of Eyeirylhmg Eafablc

S

507 .Unit Slrtcl

PERBY ONION &; SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

o

"The Store of Satisfaction"

Visas 121
I

FLORISTS
bfl

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

a
;

"la

Phone Main

344.

"

Whalen,

&

Fowler Pr,Fs

1

